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rARY 
The design and construction of a low temperature stopped-flow 
apparatus is described. This equipment was developed to study reactions 
whose rates are too That for other rapid flow methods and are not suitable 
for investigation ley the rapid-reaction techniques which do not involve 
the mixing of reagents. Spectrophotometric observation is used and 
reactions may be monitored in both the ultraviolet and visible regions. 
The equipment is constructed from chemically inert materiale and reactions 
may be studied down to ca. 220K. 
The low temperature stopped-flow apparatus wan used to study the 
foz tioaa of the 2,2'-bipyridyl, 1,10- anthroline and 2,2+, 2-terpyridyl 
oompleses of the mongaaeoe(II) ion in anhydrous riethaol. The reactims 
between then neee(II) ico and the first two Uganda are too fast for 
flow methods at ambient temperatures but the kinetics and activation 
parameters were easily obtained at low temperatures. 
W ereas in aqueous solution the foraatiou reactions of the divslent 
new ions have activation enthalpies very similar to that of water 
ezobhnge at the metal ioat the activation enthalpies of the reactions 
studied in this work are considerably mater than that of methanol exchange 
at the mange') (II) ion. It is suggested that a steric effect causes 
the high activation enthalpies. Possibly, either the first metal-ligand 
bond is hindered, or ring closure is rate determining. Evidence that the 
2,2'-bipyridyl complex is formed with a rate determining ring closure is 
presented from consideration of the relative magnitude of the acid and 
mercuric ion induced dissociation rate constants. 
The kinetics of dissociation of the soso-(2,2'-bipyridyl)mangenese(II) 
and mono-. (1,14-pheeeathroline)manganooe(II) ion* in anhydrous methanol are 
also reported. The rate constants are smaller then the corresponding 
reactions in water, an is expected from the relative labilising effects of 
oo-ordinated water and methanol molecules. 
In Chapter 3, the kinetics of formation of peroi ynitrous acid (ii00I10) 
viii 
and itc decay to nitrate ion (reactions (1) and (2)) are described. 
He 
M10 2+ 11202 ii00z `0 + 11 20 
(1) 
Homo 
The reaction rates are measured at much hiker acidities than previous 
studies. The existence of an acid catalysed pathwa' for the iaomerisation 
of the perox nitrou® acid, which previous workers had postulated, is 
confuse. 
The rate law for the formtion process was found to be of the form 
(a, b and c are constants), 
d [I! ooro)/dt ¢ Wlf+J[w o21[h2a2//(b + a[H2Q27) 
which is acnsistent with a mechanism in which 1,16' is formed as an 
intermediate. 
The sp®ctron of peroxynitrous acid was recorded for the firnt time 
using a continuous-flow mixing cell. 
Under the cz4itioae mod, reactims (1) and (2) are an ale of a 
series first-order reaction. It we not possible to meaauro meaningful 
rate constants for the formation process directly because of the overlap 
with reaction (2). A least. -squares method of analysing spectrophotometric 
data for a series first-order reaction 
1ci i: 2 
is described where the v awn pere: nesters are k1, k2 and the ext inott n 
coefficient of the intermediate B. Care is needed, siaae two solutions 
Pit the data equally well. Thee solutions correspond to a faster 
formatiaai of a weakly aiBcvbin intes'mediate, and a elc»sr formstian of a 
more strongly absorbing specioe. ! eethcds of resolving the ambiguity are 
-1- 
The ability to study the kinetics of a reaction provides a moat powerful 
tool for the elucidation of the moobsnian of that reaction. Incr asingly, 
hinoiic methodic have been applied to gain an understanding of the reacti, xa 
of metal ooaapleXss. 
A substitution reaction is the most Awd manta2 prom that a instal 
oo, p1ex in solution may uadergog sad has an important role in a wide ran" of 
processes. A substitution step, for ezwple, in involved in an inner-ephs 
red= reaction, end often in metal ion aatalyeia. Again, in biochemical 
systems, substitution mad the rate at which it occurs, is important in 
determining the role of metal ions in metalloene sie or coenzyme function. In 
consegwmoe, the kinetics of subetitutton reactions have received a great deal 
of attention. 
Taube1 tae defined metal caaplrxe as "inert" or "labile" an reu&WW 
their rates of substitution pr*o e.. NOW oomplaoc. s whose r giotioaa are 
complete within WO minute, at room topero urs, and oocc ttrat ton. as. 7.1 
Saal I" are said to be labile. Other metal complexes ere classified as 
inert. : om borderline oases do exist, of course, and the division is purely 
arbitrary. 11sesat ially, this definition divides metal comply into those 
whose rates of reaction are measurable lit conventional methods mid those 
which mire special too eiques. 
The . ubBtitutiOn reactions of inert oonpldsa. )av. been extensively 
studied jr a variety of teo}miqusa2 mob inoludaa isotopic exch # "leotro. 
cbsmigtry, polarimstry" DIT r surremsntte* and, of OOUXB. q CbMiM l an1ys1.. 
R*mals os *hum Votes are well doaumsntad3v4. In favourable owe, rapid 
reactions msy be rendered suitable for acts y by simple meihode5. A Comm 
mod for a aeon rder reaction is the u 9s of low raaaat ooacltratiaua, 
provided that a suitably sensitive method of detection is available. CJar 
tacaperatu res have been used to slow a rot torn rat*,, either Apr wo*ia$ in non- 
aqueous solvsntJ , or IV the addition of a salt to depress the framing point 
of equeoue eolution7. Coripetitian methods or the combination of an 
equilibrium ooonvtmut and a measurable reverse rate constant may also be used 
oooacionaUy. 
In the vest majority of c aimo, however, ®'6'u4y of labile auto= bau bad 
to await the widespread availability of rapid-reaction teobn. iquee. ? heee 
methods have been well reviewed5'8-1 lie various methods my be divided 
into two general (xitegoriess 
4) those that involve the mixing of reegintu and 
b) those that utilise a static oample. 
Due to the finite time taken to six and observe a reaction, the majority of 
current equipment involving mixing is limited to prooeaees of half-lives 
approximately :, - 1 me. Ph. techniques using a static sample have no euch 
limitation and half lives down to nanosecond values can be measured tW some 
methods. 
Some impravommt aver the uxuº1 method of mixing re gmto can be obtained 
by vsme of ßyringee. For m ample, inject ion of aas teat into another in 
a spectrophotometer oll im adogmto for ree ctioao taking oov*ml e. oaods to 
complstion13. Another mizin ; situ teo)aique is the baffle metbadl4 , 
the reagents ars initially separated IV a baflep which is suddsWv Moved 
IWa strong ngr giving about 9 mixing in 50 we or Aso. Fowmr, the 
beat method to obtain both rapid and efficient mixing in a short time interval 
is to use a dorr method. 
Flow techniques were the first of the rapid-roc ctia methods to be 
derveloped, originally lr biocisointo and p ysiol guts. Only in recent 
years have they been adopted ty inorCvoic abomists, but in a decade or go 
have yielded a vast amount of rate dote on the reactions of metal oomplawn. 
The two x nt solutions aro for ed al separate narrow-bore tubes tinder 
turbulent oanditions into a mixing *bodber. ')beervationo sin the szouine 
reaction are than mode in the exit tube from th* mixer. Alternative]y, the 
mixed solutions nsy be quenched by fl. iag into a third reagent which stops 
the reaction, or IV rapid cooling. With quettoh d-flaw mot? ods no special 
.. 3- 
flet. ctt m system is required, the ample bone analyeod at leisure to 
detezi'mine the extent of ree. attcm at the point of quenching. 
The etfioisaor of a flow sppasstus is d dsxit upon racy factors 
13Ap 
for 0=0%le, the rate of the flow, and the o itivity of the detection 
ystew, but none is per taps more critical than the pertormsowe of the siixer 
into the desipt of which has gone mvaah effort and ingwotuity8al110 
The original apparatus of : °. artridge and Rouuhtoeº15 Brae of tits oa t inuoua- 
flow typpo, in this made solutions are driven oootimmously through the 
gyetem, while aýeaaýuea-ents an me" eitler at am mbar of positions beyond 
the outflow from the mixsrg or at a single point and varying the extent of 
reaction st that poultice: tV using different flow rotes. A. variety of 
tocimiquse has been used to follow the p¢Oroa5 of the reaction including 
pboto»try, oamuctivity* tepemturs end ptl assýte# wd an adaptiam 
to tapp a avaýsrcial epwtropbotomt®r has bit &Mfg»d16. Art«inaU. y, 
Ba F- wasd to drive the solutions buch Motor drive syrin. sr 
introduced tw Dtz4can atad '4ookl7g are narr gam 2y empla 's&. A d"d- 
time of the order of 1 as os- easily be achieved and the ut il iast ion of very 
sensitive observation methods permits high eoourscy and the use of dilute 
reagents* Although this method can be used for reactions with half-lives 
dam to about 1 mpg the zequir+om stt for tt bulant-flor in the observation 
tube limits the cOntiflu e.. tlc*, toohnigw to reactions which are complete 
within about Nls. Continiwu.. flow is a oo natively simple teobaigw in 
that rapid-response d teotor. are not required bitt it does lead to tM 
one ion of large amounts of its which is a grome disadvantage for 
many ajet , especially the biochemical ones. Past-response dsteotors 
and recording inNtsnante be" reduced the quantity of reactants required 
frm the 2164 litres of : iartridg+e and Raughion's apparatus dam to a few 
millilitres. The j prvvement In s1eatr uio devices has, b»sv r, mule 
other rapid-r action methods possible. 
Chenoi18 de"loped an eooelarateit$1 + eystsa. Täß xe. «. at ac lutions 
are voatained in smal syringes and driven forward 'bw o s. rp e ual pu i, 
-. 4-, 
which grrduoee PA accelerated fl s for oe. OJ. ls. The reaction is followed 
speotroph otae tioellyº in ans, position directly after the mixer. 'ü'be light 
intensity is oonverted to a voltage which is dieplayed on t Y-ec ale of an 
oeo lloscope. ' Pia flc+r rats varies during a rim, but is sensed fron the 
mit of the driving xyriv4ft and disr2*ysd on the X-eosle of the 
oseill c9ope. The tz*oe is photographed and a raºotic -time curve deduced. 
This method ow momm" reaction half-lives dam to about 1 me and is thus 
oc pur ble to cantinooue-flor, but aooele at34. $low has the great advantace 
of requiring only about 0.1 ml of stob reagont, Nk verº, this latter 
addvantage is also possessed 13V the stopped-flow method which alt' uses simpler 
elerttrnic circuits. 
The stopped i. flow teabsigvs (SF) bon developed into one of the most widely 
used of oll the rapid-reaction methods, and this is no doubt due in part to 
the commercial availability of auch isst ts. A , Denial, mater, pnr! atia 
or bydxwdic drive forms the se ats out of syringes and rapidly thro 
the fl M mates. When sufficient volume of fresh ra is bas been delivered 
to pings the mixer and obeervst ion tube gal total) 0 the flat is brought 
to an abrupt halt. Apart fror the remotion that occurs in the mixer and 
during the tine taken to reach the point of observation, (the so called "doed- 
time" of the apparatus), the whole Darin of the reaction is then observed at 
a point immediately behind this mim. The method was first described br 
cot xton19, tgWavsd tr Ch 
ý, 
and finally perfected tw 0ibsao21. 
A multitude of d"Idnalls# 
bf 20-45 
of SF equip t has bow described 
with dssd li. aas between tvo and fifteen ®illissconds. The time resolution 
of S' is thus not quite aua good as that of oontissous-flow but SF is a 
sors, vezasti]s in that not only reactions in the millisecond region can be 
studied but alera those attending over periods of minute e. SF thus overlaps 
with the conventional methods, An aw%r+yls of }car the stopped. -flaw 
teObaique awn attend conventional kinetic studies of a reaction is Whom is 
Chapter 3p wbere the kinetics of foxastioa and demy of psrgaryaitravs acid 
are 'i The main dssirbolk. to ? is the roquis ant of rapid-response 
-5- 
detectors, epectrophotor etric devices being most coon, but e.::. f. and 
conductivity measurements have also been used. 
Current advances in SF technol+gy include the application of on-line 
computine3b, 
26 for the rapid calculation of rate data, and rapid scanning 
spectrometry to obtain the spectra of intermediates27. 
Relaxation methods# pioneered IWT: iga and oo-worker? A, involve the 
perturbation of a chemical eyatem in equilibrium, and the observation of 
the subsequent re-equilibration. In the case of the temperature-, pressure- 
and electric field-Jump methods, the disturbance in applied to the system as 
a single pulse' in a time short compared to the half-life of the reaction. 
The relaxation to a new equilibrium position is followed by fast conductio- 
metric or epectrophotanetric methods. Providing that the impulse does not 
greatly disturb the equilibrium, the relaxation process is first-order, 
irrespective of the moleeularity of the reaction, and can be related to the 
rate getarnte of the forward and rwerse rasa icýa26s, 
14b0 
In addition to the pules methods, periodic disturbances may also be 
ugedg as with ultrasonic waves or high frsgtccy alternating electric fields. 
1: i the periodic time of the perturbing influence is comparable to the 
reimmUc time of the reaction, =orgy is absorbed. The f'Muency at which 
the absorption is a maacimaaa ooa be related to the rslaisation timo5b. 
Relwmtion methods have proved especially uosful in the stay of the 
forem-tion and dissociation reactions of these labile corapl whose rates 
are tee feet for flow equipaent, the temperature-jump method employing 
photometric rear! -out having, perhaps, the widest application. The original 
jaule boating app"atue of ä: 7i6M 
29 is limited to studies of rslmti©n times 
of about a l, tx in conducting soluution.. Ph. use of lasers3O'3la und 
improved modes of hula hestine3b can extend the time limit well into the 
nanosecond region, whilst both laser and nicrwave 1eati 
3` 
cake the 
tachniqut applicable to aas-aooducting solutions. 
Magnetic resvnanow methods a1sa amble oyat. ma in equilibrium to be 
studied# and have the advantage of permitting the study of reootions which do 
_6_ 
flat involve air net charm 1 oiew*" (pruvided" of wu ,, a suitable 
nucleus is preceut for ki. I , ft., or a posamowtic epsaies for . 3. R. }. The 
line -width of an sill is related to the lifetin0 of an oleos in 
a particular environment. It the x tion rate is increased 'py additiaa at 
ra Eo or a riet in to sratvre, the line-width two ct ae. 'i're broadening 
romp/ be related to the rate oc tant5. Similar ai nsiäsrstins apply to the 
use of E. 3. F>. The greatest ktnatio use of the emetic re mmwe methods to 
the at* y of MOW 4UMV20COS las parobob1i been the determinstica of solvent 
exchawo rat" 1W the t. ý.. line- luwedaieg taobnicp a. Additimal factors 
are tv 1ved when panzaawttc meta1 tone are studied and rodent review 
3334. ' : ß. 3. F.. has not praaant the mert3wde and remits pubh! ,d to date 
bo. n widely used in connect ton with m*W oor 1«i ® but a !w etwlioo cis the 
detecti®o of oaýR ep in aoeWia*t n35 and au stitutian reaattona36 havo 
O TODid Pbto is and eloatxoc ioal methoft of studyivz reaction 
retº. r! while oactreuay ussf%d j' mmW chiiosl getvosq have not to *4 
&Wli to to the reaotiaas of mal O=Vlc e, thoud 'Kum 
; ralaragr-, pbia invw%j& ttj . be be=ar publiW d37. 
: ot of tho data on Vast substitution reactiö vie been measured äar 
either the stop - `i or tmepsmure since tahniqLmoe. ii-mm r, aw 
lAbile s rut4m wb*m mteo are too fast for stoppte-flw investticationr are 
erst readily *Uble kr the tempsratur . Jia r*t od. RiaIe ti. on do qwt 
imatfer trara the diesdventajje that tb@W ergs only applicable to grtteas in 
gsilib riuei, un o aasrýreºýicoe of rosauais ex. oompa le ? hm, 
with a raa cticm of lang . quillt 'i ,s it jury not In penible to 
arm p oamdittans such that a pertwrh%ttan will pvwide a mensurable aianap 
in the oowxwtmtim of ems of the species present. Iwa for these eyvtems 
that do possess a viable equilibriisil, for applied diuturbeaoe must prodw)e 
u dOteOtahle obwp in the euililr tta . is is pn ture- jº atudies, the 
estI*lppr of react tan e be large . 50U . If the letter oanditian is not 
fulfilled,, the difficulty e. bs cis MF«jed in o. rtain aº. t ; tbw 
-7- 
reactions whose equilibrium is oontrotlsd t pH may be coupled to a buffer 
whose ionisation constant in temperature dependent. Alternatively, the 
reaction msy also be coupled to a second faster reaction that does have a 
large enough enthalpy of reaction, but often such methods are restricted and 
may introduce interpretational difficulties. 
0" approach to d vslop a dsvioe capable of studying fart irreversible 
reactions that are ©uteide the time scale aoaeeeible to caiventional flow 
methods 2w been to combine stopped-flow with another rapid-reaction 
teoinaiquo. IScaaplos inoludo a SP/t«ap. raturrjump38 and a SF/flash photolyoi" 
apparatus39. The stopped-flow oempoAen't is used to establish w steady- 
statu which air than be perturbed t the other t. cbaiquo. 
A mare promising development might bt as improvoment in the rates of 
rates aoaassibis to the stopp-flaw sethod. A rsasnt design of Berger Z 
Al- 
40 
uses very high driving pressures and special valves to arrest the flow. 
It is claimed that half-lives sf loss than ý, as can be sti4itcz with this 
apparatus. A asoond method that leas bssn used is to combine 1Gw temperatures 
with the stopped-flow teo)aiqus. A number of low temperature ut*PP*d-flOw 
instnzisnts bans been reportsd4l-3. 'Piss development of a similar apparatus 
Toraas the basis of this work, sad in a later cbaptlr its application to am* 
fei tion otudios of natal ooogl. x. s will be dwaribed. 
The formation reactions of seta complexes have sooemL-oider rate 
constants which vary from about 1O to 10+10 1 ooi""1 j-1 # and this is ons 
field to which the rapid-reaction toohaigws laste been widely applied. Manjr 
33p4447 have beeR devoted to the compilation and interpretation of reviews 
formation rate data. Per this work we will be concerned with the behaviour 
exhibited in the formation reactions of the MOD*-Cemplexes of the divalont 
metal ions of the first transition series. Most of the rate data reported 
so for refers to this aliseq but is restricted mainly to aqueous solutions, 
in which thers has bess, general a«re msnt on the seohamiss by which these 
complexes form. 
por r tim with a , ice 1iß, the seder of reactivity of 
firme eerier 
of r. a3. ions is t 
jjj2+ 2+ "c Co .e nr, 
C Ott 
Min order is not undevtarAeUle in teas of a simile 1D1*rAr'seiat is 
theory i 1vän1 t*Ce W and w ue oQnsi4 tt Apart f the Cr2+ and 
24 ions (satiah a'c *uUjj, **t to Ta nJP*Iler distortia ), the oder i, 
however, be oamlatod tu talus of the Cry ie34 or id ? tsid Theories, 
di ed Iº rolc pearsm3m«i'. 
For the motion renatime of the divalent . , eta . i. xa in ýu sLe 
s gutim seve"a mom, l trWAS ass prtwrs unraaýt45,47. 
-Am rate haw is memrA"orde r overmll# Pik oar in both meftl is wA 1. 
more P=itivs for li, of inar"eing pºtivo Ob&YV, 
The . er d Pend$foS of the tats co tl er er ttau of the 
at$Can upR'! ai the 3noot thg 1$Vis gä is me of the X'iac - ; al ; x`:: º Of 
dissociative mocess 
4t 
for 1 be amtri'#uti eI ificaut r 
to stabilisation of the transition state. The minor role of the ligand 
dieootmts an associative mechanism and solvent lose occurs without any 
assistance from the incoming lieund. Iangford and Oray4 have classified 
di iative mecbsni into a 1) mechanism in which a five co-ordinate 
inter diate is exated, or an Id c iat in which solvent-4iCand 
interim occurs. Ac eohsniaca has an intermediate of sufficient life-- 
time to survive reset of its Q®oon& oo-ordination sphere and hence 
discriminate between different Iigands. The Id mechanism has the entering 
Cr*u ae a stoiohei aetric component of the transition states it arises 
when the five o rdinats complex dose not have sufficient lifetime relative 
to the lifetime of the second oo-ordination sphere to react selectively. 
Rather it must react with the molecule in the second ordination sphere 
at the instant of formation of the transition state. 
If we consider the simplest aase of a unidentate 1ijeand (L) forming 
a crxiºplez, the fall: -Mine sahem®e are possible s 
(S # solvent molecule, an chargeffi have been omitted) 
1s5 +S 
-1 
K$5 + .ýc;: s5L 
+S 
,.. 
MO 
In eobeme (ii) complex formation in proooded by the foz stion of 
ion-pair, or Outer-cphere complex if the ligand in marod. The 
canverrion 'to US conplat m1 proceed via either a T) or an Id path. 
! rast experi=wts an performed with the instal ion in e to limit 
the font tion to the maro-ca lex, -md then both eohemeo give a similar 
rate 2anr47 (neglecting the back resetion with rats constants bcý-2 or k o) 
- 10 - 
d/'ß'5i 7 At - 1tt :- 
(1.1) 
"be" for Gohme (i) A" klk2/ 1{ 20J) a` k/tk_i 2QJ) 
and forschWo (ii) AKV, 
I'uoh of the cusront interpretation of thoce sections in based upon 
the propo*1 of IAC=48 that Dobome (ii) is gating. ". and ? m", 649 
ultra onic studies on the divalent, metal ton sulphate eretee r ledt two 
absorption. -frequency maximal the position of one mum being instepeýeut 
of the retal isn used. 71W proposed that the reactants diffused t ear 
to form an ion-pair in which the metal ion and lei are separated Mgr two 
water molecules which then collapses to the outer-aphwoe c plex. This 
ton-pair loses a a*-evdiv ted water molecule and proceeds to the product, 
It was this last step that produosd the metal im dependent peak. 
3ignifio ntly, the oi%w®r step ap%sed 01-0981Y with the tar 4=bOA e rata 
of the ewe metal ion as dato mined try ''. b . R. etudiea' -. 
r er ß ooMitiems of t experit *te j"' 6/ very X11 f and if i 
'0 is 0Io: ) X11, than the rate lair for soh (ii) rer% too 
//dt 
That in$ c -ozdar as experimeitalZy obu«%nd with the obsesved 
fo tim rata constant kr ,z 0k0 . This mudmism is than able to a ocomt 
for the axperiental :, bo®rvations noted above Ior aosidering, for agile, 
the effect of n+ tiv. 2, y o barged ii da upan the ma itude of ? lp and h noe 
1`f ` 
!? fir,, it is important to roch . ee that most kinetic stuf; es on 
the 
divalent metal ions have resulted frm the eppliotion of te+mpsratttre. -jump 
and + m-Mm rth+ , techniques which do not permit io -pair fonation 
to be directly doted. ly rate constants which ny be equated to 
the duct riäý 
0 aase obtained, 
-AU *quality kf a Kakp provides a test of 
mechanism (ii) if it is po ib2. e to estimate X0 ate! k0 oep x tely1 an 
apYrovah that has beso u+ed IV lV workerwo The prosaum of i. go-pairs 
in inert rtme, audb as ý: r(III) end Co(III) c ºlexoe, is waif 
®utabliahed f V(= tim ynMio and kinetic B*QU0851-3. ere 
is evidence 
- 11 - 
from substitution reactions in such systems that ion-pair forsat1on do** 
not signifiaatitly affect the solvent exchange rats54. Therefore, the 
solvent exchange rate oo stant seasared by 'ý. M. R. line-broadening methods 
should provide a very close approximation to k4. The direct determination 
of Ka values for labile systems is not easy, a few experimental valves 
from ultrasonic studies of metal s lphstes55- ', E. S. R. measureasnts36 and 
one particular temperatwE "jutV stnä757 where the ion-pair is particularly 
stable, are available. Resort is, therefore, made to calculation of 
values from the equation. 
5a'g 
Ko w (4aa/3ýý'J) exp(-i ýý}/) (1.2} 
L'(sý 21"2a2/a - I2aý ý(2+k aj where 
and k2 3r 1a2I/lo JD kT 
N is Avgadro" s nu r, a is the distance of closest approach of the 
lt *nd and metal ions k is foltseauu"s constant, T is the absolute 
temnperature, 71 and 72 are the charges on the metal ion and ligsnd, e the 
electron charge, r Le the dielectric constant of the medium, and I is the 
ionic stren3th. 
Por the inert systems values of Ko may be found from spectropbotoestric 
and other methods6? 
) 
, and yield a value for a of about 4R to 52. Assuming 
similar distances apply to labile systems, K. values are calculated and the 
quo's tent I: i, 
/K0 (. ko) compared to the experimental first-order rate constant 
for solvent exchange. In general # the spread of derived ko values for 
different ligands in aqueous solution is email and than values are close to 
the water excbmW rate constant. Due to the ass pt ions made in the 
derivation of equation (1.2), X. values for oppositely charged reactants are 
estimated to be accurate to within a factor of twa to four47. The wealauss 
of this approach is estimating the magnitude of 1(o for neutral, particularly 
bulky, multidentate lixonds where starte effects might arise. This type 
of consistency of large sinn i+ts of data provides strong support for the 
Eigen visa. Her, cost rapid reactions are also compatible with a 
_ 12 - 
D mechanism in which no outer apere complexes am present, for any ligan4 
which could capture the five ©o-ordinate intarmsdiate preferentially could 
exhibit a reactivity pcirallslinC a calculated outer-sphere association 
cGnotsat 
1. 
Whether the outer-sphere omplex reacts to give product via a t) or Zd 
meahanisn is difficult to establish. L ford and tengleb1 have fisted 
a posoible malbod of diatinetian. If the ion-jairing oonatexºt is known, 
or a 1imitin rate of ligand entry corresponding to saturation of the 
association in observable, then all ligarfds should eater at a rate, which 
for an id mechanism, should lie bel w the water exchange rata. The reason 
for this is that the ion-pair has a uwnber of water molecules in its outer- 
sphere in addition to the limed. The most probable result of water love 
will be water exchange. If a) mechanism is operating, the rate of li and 
entry should match the water ezobangs rate. It bas been possible for 
certain t'aert eyatee. to artenge aapori+ tat conditions to distinguish the 
two neclmsisns. Thm co(c:, )5 H2 
2- 
snation proceeds by aD mechaniom62 
and C*(IT. H 3)5 OH2 mat on äpr an Id meoäeeise3. untor mately, in labile 
teems it is not wally possible to achieve the required sspertmsnta2 
aanditions e14 such ac *parison has to to mMe via senates of K©, which 
my not socu**i. «iough for such subtle distinctions. 
F. %, =n though the Eigsi moot isae hau bssn wer 1]y accepted in ac ueous 
solution, the d etrsted presume of an cut to telex in a 
reacting system d, es not necessitate it being as essential intermediate in 
stye reaotions3. The close prroximiI in which the metal ion and Iigand are 
then held, however, does rake the outer"epbere oo piem an attractive 
possibility. In addition, as Prince and H wtktn33 have pointed out, there 
ft" often great differences in the eacptri tal conditions and tecbniciues 
used to measure solvent ezohmngs and complex forest ion. For instance I the 
tenpersture ranges and concentrations of metal ion are often oornylete?.. y 
different! and the VMMWO of the lam quantity of electrolyte neoeeaºry 
for temyerature.. jump ax eriseate may influence the rate of solvent exchange, 
- 13 - 
thus invalidating the c Dr1paria 1s described ab*ve. 
The Eigen a: ealmi may be extended to include multidentate ligerds if 
additional steps are token into acootmti thun for a bid teste 1i M, ý, -'., 
and omitting ot 
(1.3) 
) 
°-1 
" 
4. 
If reaction (1.3) is aeswed rapid compared to the swosedir2g steps, 
aid applying the st. w3y-state approximation to the iatsTmediate, the rate 
law (1.6) reeults64: 
Rate rkjMS&/[1I 1-k (1.6) 
With kf - Ke kl k2f (k 1+ k2) 
(1.7) 
aed ka ak1 k_2/(k_1 + It2) (1.8) 
There are a great cry reeulte, at least for the simpler multidentate 
ligando, where the rat® aonatanto for a given , sta1 ion are comparable to 
those of unidentate lid of the same charge. For example, the rate 
constants of the ', i(II) ion reacting in water with pyridine q 2,2'-bipryridyl r 
1,1O-phenaethroline and 2,2' *2"-terpyridgl are all within a factor of 
four45. This has been interpreted as showing lc2 to> k-11 a meo Gnism is 
which sttac1 nt of the first bond in rste determining and kf - 4'0kV 
: his can readily be understood when it is r. oognised that the ring closure 
step is a firat-order process and the re airing co-ordination Bites of the 
l gsMd are bold in cl-+se proximity to the metal ion, hence having a high 
effective concoentration. 
In acme cam, however, there is a msrk1 difference between the rate 
-- 24- 
aowttt: rt observed for 1mi- and bidentate 1i and$ and thin con Soi etimsn be 
ratimlxlioed in ten= of ring sine and the natur. of Us binding dups. 
"uet in and oo-wrkws' study 
65 
of ttbe i n( II) Co( t I) icm reacting 
with c&' az4 P"alanine revealed that ß-alanine, which forme a aim-cambered 
ring, rawted nuch sore slowly then the as-foe. yet the idi(II) ion 
reacted with both li n at about the ease xate. This irres attributed to 
the rats detsrrminW stop involving ring cl )sur. (rate omeiant k2 
echt ion (1.5)) . tiO? O en rr einet be required for ring closure of the fl- 
almine than with Einei zither ring strain or entrcjpr lose from 
forming a six, an an d to a five, membered ring could be the cause of 
the slow into cent. This behaviour has been ter ed sterioslly controlled 
substitution (acs) and ay be expected for the most labile cetal ions auch 
that kj> k2. SCS has alsa been postulated for other reactions of Co{II) 
66 
oM cu(II) iaa867-9 Alttwu º eapeot" for the m»et labile i mat SCS has 
been in 0k*d to acoo mt for the rerlaMivsi. y slow rate of ravation betwaft the 
-A(II) ion and the mewl foria of &cwtyiao etone6q. These omclusios are 
dedtosd fron the observW mt* oonetaaia* but more dir wt evideme c es 
fsm the deteatic of two relazption timen in a prosaure"jta at Of 
the fort ioa of tar malaaýtýi cel (I I) ion. The rapid proo®ea easi rd 
to the formation of the anideatate intereaedtate, and the e1 wsr stop to rin, 
Comm do doctor where T ation rats om tarts are highear than would be 
predicted fron expected values of K0 and k0. S me poly airAs r act With the 
i; i(II) ian in aqueous solution fänter thin other lid of lika obans. 
Rora berT bas propoend an internal oon ju to titre rnechi i. ra (ICB) 9 
14Arogeu bondin oomw between one and of the amine and a co-ordinated 
water moleoulo, which stabilises the outer. -, sphere or sex and loads to a 
greater P-00 The bydrogsi banding Imports mom 1äroxide duwaoter to that 
water molecule, which causes abilivation of the remaining coo-ordinated 
water molecules. A meemi donor atop, tz'an the ass lig d, iQ thus in a 
t urablo position to take advan e5s of the groat r rate of water 1-4m. 
15 
The IC mechanism only occurs with amines more basic than the co-ordinated 
water molecules. A similar type of acceleration has also been reported 
in Co(II)72 and cu(II)73 Systems. 
he application of a low temperature stopped. -flow obviously requires 
the use of solvents other than water, or possibly solvent/water mixtures 
if their flow properties are suitable. Data upon formation reactions of 
the divalent metal ions in nor-equeous solvents are very restricted. 
Recently, a number of studies have been performed in non-aqueous and mixed 
solvents, and the factors that influence formation rates in these solvents 
have become a topic of discussion. Pearson and 1a11gen"s work an the 
for ation rates of some 'A (TT) (Ii) ion complexes in methanol, with neutral and 
negatively charged ligards, was in excellent agreement with the predictions of 
the ion-pair mechanismI4 . he difference in rates between the variously 
charged 1igands in methanol, end comparisons with their rates in water, could 
logically be accounted for bW oonsidering the different exchange rates of 
the two solveents, and the effect of the dielectric constant upon the 
magnitude of K0. )imilarlyt : Off= snn ot 
75 
argued in terms of the t. igvn 
mechanism in their study of the formation reaction in methanol. 
A pressure-jump study%% of some divalent metal ion` fox Lion rates with 
phonate in methanol we diioussd in tee of an Id mechanisms 
The difference between the rate of solvent exchange and ligand entry into 
the inner oo-or1ination sphsrs was much larger in methanol than that usually 
found for Id mechaaieýae in aqueous solution. This was attributed to the 
metal ions having a larger second co-ordination sphere in methanol than 
water, causing solvent sackbange to be more probable. In this paper it was 
also reported that the formation rate oonstants of the six metal complexes 
studied differed only td a factor of two. 
A stu9y7? of the formation of the mono-(2,2'-bipyridyl). '! i (I I) ice in mimed 
methanol/water solutions, led -Annstto and Caldin to rigg .t that solvent 
stroOtil" was important in determining the observed rate. This now 
reaction, when studied. in several n n-aquoous solveuuts76, gave results that 
could not be accounted for tpr the rli en macl*nivn. The ratio n- kff f; 0k; Of 
which quid equal unity, or at least be a oonctwit in a variety of 
solvents if the t tja mechanism is applicable, varied bpr a factor of 200 
over the ren e of solvents used. 114oreover, the activation enthalpies for 
formation differed considerably in some casom from those of the respective 
solvent exchange. Where was a linear relationship between log n and the 
solvent fluidit3yp ich was tats to show a dependence an the solvent 
. tr*cturo. Thio has been criticieed47 for using s canstant 70 value and 
the a Lion that the bidsettate laid will display normst substitutim 
is thee. solvents. With reward to the latter stioýt. i ora and 
b' W, e11ar79 have rep®rted a different profile of rate v. re solvvat 
composition in acorth ol/w fiter mixtures for the formation of the mo-aaino- 
'3(II) ion to that observed in the similar study of the 2,2'-biPyridyl 
resction7T. The results of the 00 e, in. ': i (IT) ion f©s ation79 are 
dished in tam of the outer-e there oo plex scheme and the differing 
lgibilitieo Of the various solvated species. W steric Ofeota are likely 
to Im lava with the oller aria aoleaule. roraba, ber and acKellar 
aloo suggest that the 292#. bipgrridyl rev 2ts in the mixed watrr/methaacrl 
solutions could be due to a eteric effect or a rate determining rind curare. 
°: e etto snd Caldin, however, bafvvs extaaxd d their v*rks. with i(IT) to 
include Asher lr and have also atvdieet reactions with the Co(TI) ion 
is nor&-squea so1vent .A mechanism based an a model for solvated 
metal hone, due to Frank and wenßl, in proposed, in which solvent atruoturs 
and solvent re-. oorganinmºtion in the x+giou of the metal ion aan have a large 
the 
Yronaitioi otat*, 
L 
ioteard and Tei, u83 h w* reported that the reactions of sutexide 
MA thi*QMMts . mel is With the : i(II) ian in dinetbyl eulpb tide e*lutian 
Px"ooeed ß`9 +h below the solvent exchange rate, a similar trend to that 
observed78 with the °: i(I1)/2,2'»bipyridyl reaction in DSO. The slaw rate 
is attributed to a five o0-ordinate intazmeiiats (D mechanism) which appears 
i"eºsPOaa to kinetic tests. i°re "1vs ::. .ý. studig of the solvent 
- 17 - 
excbimge at the i (1w. r'')) 62+ ion in ', "') and D:: '; j/r». xxd solvente is also 
consistent with a 7i mechani zi. 
As with early studies in aqueous solution, fox ation reactions in 
non-aqueous solvente have so far been largely confined to the : i(ii) ion. 
For the reactions of the more labile divalent metal ions in non-aqueous 
solution, it was expected that a low temperature stopped-flow would prove 
very suitable. This is especially so in view of the bypotbesia8` that the 
activation parameters may be useful in understanding the mechanism of the 
system, and these are best obtained over as wide a temperature range as 
possible. 
- 
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The requirements for the efficient operation of a rapid flow apparatus 
have been dim Iv Ronghtan and Cbsaoe10°, with particular reference to 
continuous-"flww equipment, although air of thaw ooa. id rations also apply 
to the stopped-flow method. The mein points to which spsoiel attention 
raunt be dtvoted are swaaarieeä below. 
1. The mixing moat be rapid eth efficient. 
2. A high linear flow velcocity is required. It is usual to try to achieve 
a flaw rate above the critical velocity of the liquid, at least in the 
vicinity of the mixer. This will aid the mixing proems. Fort ma'ts1y, 
and in contrast to the oaatiauous-flaw method, provided that the mixing 
is efficient, the velocity profile for the subsequent flaw does not 
matter. A high flow velocity also minimises the ds96-time. 
3. The stopping of the flow must be very sharp. The effioion y of 
mixing falls if the flow rate is too sl w. Ceoseque®tIy, if the flow 
decreased gradually, the liquid which ultimately cans to rest at the 
observation point might be incompletely mired, and the apparent 
reaction rate would initially be too law. Moreover, the more sudden 
the stopping, the faster the reaction that can be observed. 
4. The thermostat ing arrangements must give good temperature oontrý; 1 z'i d 
prevent differences of temperature between the solutions and the 
components of the stopped-flaw apparatus with which they come into 
contact. 
In addition to the abGve considerations the apparatus required in this 
work bed to be in. rt to snide and strongly omieplsxine u Bands which are 
known to attack stainless steel, and also be operable to low temperatures 
dorm to about 220K. Inertness vas satisfied lpr ensuring that the 
solutions ex4y own into contact with glasag and the plastics Kol--Ff 
Teflon and glass impregnated Teflon. Tb. by temperatures vors achieved 
- 
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by foi1f ring a similar pattern to Caldin X41. 
A schematio side view of the equipMOUt 18 . hOm in f4gurc 1. The 
apparatus was designed for total in ion in a low temperature thermostat, 
liest losses through the fiuoss of the oomponsnts due to large temps aturs 
differences bette the laboratory ad the components are then avoided. 
The stopped--flor apparatus is suspended from a large rigid metal stud 
(A, Pig. 1) , with the thermostat 
(L, F'ig. 1) mounted beneath. In use I the 
thermostat is raised pneumatically to surround the stopped-flow; an 
artet chosen to avoid movement of the carefully aligned light bees. 
The roof of the stand is available to mount the light source, meter 
and stirrer (not shown in Pig. 1 for clarity). The controls for ecqAying 
the stopping syringe (ii, Fig. 1) and operating the exit valve (C, Fig. 1) 
extend out of the thermostat through the roof. 
An rar of tlw aoving parts as possibio ar mounted . xtiraal to the 
thermostat to prevent complications due to oontraction. The bWdraulic romp 
(I, Fig. 1) drive qyring" (Hy Feig. 1) reservoirs and associated oonuscting 
taps (Tv N, Fig. 1) are mounted on a separate stand to prevent traauNiasioa 
of vibration to the optioai prstom during a rno. The bdraulia master unit 
(09 rig. 1) is mounted separately to the two stands, again to eliminate 
vibration. 
The detailed description of the cotta of the low t. mper tune 
atopp ar. floa nov follow. The d iagm = are not aroma to ucal" but illustrate 
important features of design and oonstruatione 
To keep the stopped-flow apparatus as ooapaort as possible, a single 
block * designed to incorporate the mixer amd observation tubs, and to 
mount the stopping syringe and emit valves. This block (Fis. 2) is 
machined from a piece of Ce1-. F, 100 x 50 x 50 ma. This material was 
chosen not any for its chemical inertness but also for its mater rigidity 
compared to Teflon or Clan impregnated Teflon, which aids machining. In 
I 
FIGURE 1 
Bohm : tio side vier of the low temperature 
stopped-flow &ppe. i tu* 
Key 
A Main support stand. 
B Stopping syringe emptying rod. 
C Exit valve control. 
D Pionoohromator. 
E Light inlet tower. 
F Fhotomultiplier tower. 
G Class tubing. 
iT Drive syringes. 
I Hydraulic ram, 
i Reservoire. 
K Inner thermostat tank. 
L Outer thermostat tank. 
!3 Three-way tape. 
0 Hydraulic master unit. 
SF Stopped-flow apparatus. 
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particular, . ßel-? will take threads iuoh more successfully than either of 
the other two plastics, and bas the additional advantage for this work of a 
low temperature coefficient of expansion. The observation block is 
enclosed on all faces 1apº stainless steel plates which act as light seals 
for the translucent Kel-F. The solution pathways are shown in Figure 2 (a). 
They are all of 2 as diameter. The "blind" holes are closed äßr Keg -F plugs 
cemented in position IV the epo3W resin "Araldite". The mixer (M, Fig. 2) 
fits into the front taco of the block. The windows are made tram quarts 
rod 8 mm lang and 6 nr diameter at their wide face. A cylindrical projections 
2 rrm l. mg and of 2o diameter, is quad on we end of euch window. This 
pro jeotio n fits into the 1.45 an pathlesgth observation call. The tacos of 
berth ends are ground and polished optically flat. The windows seal onto 
1.5 may thick Teflon Caskets and are hold finely in place öpr threaded backing 
pieces (T* Fig. 2 (b)). 
The stopping syringe (S" Fig. 3) is positioord on the top ft" or the 
observation bl, c c, at the bottom of a threaded reoess (marked At Pig. 2 (c)). 
It is oostatr sted from a2 ml ali.. glass syringe with the two ands sews off 
and a glass flange, both fsoes of which are ground flat and square to each 
other, bl an we ernd. In position, the srringe site an a6 en diameter 
silicone, rubber "0" ring and is held firmly in place by a threaded tube 
turned from glass impregnated Teflon (R9 Fit. 3). This tube scram do= 
into the Kel-F block and over the stepping syringe. The length of this 
holding tube is such that as it tightens into position a seal between it 
and the black is made by compression of a silicone rubber "0" ring, thus 
keeping thermostat liquid out of the apparatus. A glass is atsd 
Teflon tube (32 cm x3 cm) o (i Fig. 3) saran onto the outer threads of 
the syringe holder (R, Fig. 3) and over the stopping syringe, also sealing 
onto a silicone rubber "i" ring. This design gives easy access to the 
stopping syringe in order to remove air bubbles and for inspection. Tief 
tube ('T, Fig* 3) is drilled to half its length with a 20 me diameter bale 
and for the remaining half with a 12 mm diameter hole. A 450 shoulder (Dý 
The observation block. 
N& Li 
KEL-F 
STAINLESS STEEL 
  
QUART, ' 
m 
TEFLON 
® GLASS FILLED 
TEFLON 
T 
Fig. 2(a) TOP FACE 
Fick 2(c) SIDE FACE 
2] 
Fig. 3) it out at the jw ctioza of the two hohe. A perspe rod (Cg Fig. 3) 
of 11 ins diameter, fitted with a short extmsion of 19 c diameter whose top 
surface is inclined at 45°9 fits inside the outer tube and up against the 
shoulder, (D9 Fig. 3). The extwsion acts as a stop to the plunger of 
the stopping qrince. The rod passes out of the top of the outer tube 
(--, Fig. 3) aM in held in place IVr a ball-catch N', Fig. 3) "r prow1rg 
down on the rad, the stopping iyrings osx be esti. &. A all miamwitch 
(fit Fig. 3), positiMsd in this base of the psrspex rod, is triggered tW the 
rising plunger of the stopping gyrings. The signal from the mioroswitoh is 
fed via wires passing up the centre of the red to the external trig pr of 
the oscilloscope. The stopping syringe is emptied via the emit valve behind 
the stopping wringe. The outer tube (W, Pig. 3) and inner rod (V, Fig. 3) 
are both machined tie glass impregnated Teflon. A1 in 10 taper, an the 
and of the raid, is pushed into its socket t screwing the aluuiniusa cap 
dorm (F, Fig. 3) . The expended solution passes out of the apparatus through 
the waste pipe (K, Fig. 3). 
21 Him 
This is a single stage eight jet dssijo, based on that of Gibsoa24, 
and machined from Kelr. P, The main sodifiostion to those used proviowlyy13 
is that in oonutruwting tbo miser in modular form, it to passible to diepanw 
with the need for Gibsonf e fixer g goo 
24. nw mixer is sho, ai in Firma 
4 (a) and 4 (b)" 
'. '! w solutions enter alb 2 mm diameter holes (a, a*, Fig. 4 (a))" 
Tbe main body of the mixer is drilled to divide each flow lins into two 
1 mm holes, which peas to the front part of the mixer- The 2= holes are 
introduced into the mixrar on rd jsoaºt dills, (Fig. 4 (b)) s so that 
after division into 1n hales, the latter n. a su rr. and the direction of 
the central exit hole (F, Fig. 4 (s)), is an ATAD pattern. Pour 0.5 es 
holes in each of two pm llsl planes (C ad D. rig. 4 (a)) an drilled to 
enter tangentially to the comes-reatioa of the exit hole (Er Fig. 3). One 
Denk of four is inclined anticlockwise cad t. other bank clodmige. In 
this mw a rotary notion is impressed. upon the entering fluid before it 
The stopping gyringe and eat valve. 
F 
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passes porpardiaulsrly down the exit tubs. This ar ºent has been 
shown to irrpa e for speed and *fttoienci r of mixiagloº. On two sets of 
jets are placed as alp together as possible to reduce errors arising from 
the different distances that fluid from each bank of jets has to travel. 
The meted parts of the 2$ 1 and 0.5 i holes are claaed off Ir Kel.. 
plu&m oseonted in place by ieAraidite". The oxtoaston cc taining the jet 
syatns in eaclised %q a Kel-F cap (H in Pig. 4 (a)) e also held in place to 
"Araldite". The mixer fits into the block an shtnm in Figure 2. The 
main body of the mixer has a lip (i., Fig. 4 (a)) t which when the mixer is 
in position, protrudes 1m from the front face of the observation bl -c, 
A metal plate fits over the mixer up egainet the lip. As this plate is 
bolted into position, it pushes the mixer firmly against a 0.5 ms Teflon 
usher (Fig. 7). The emit of the mixer is set 6 nm from the observation 
tube; a compromise between enema that mixing is complete and keeping the 
time between mixing said observation to a minimum. 
Tin dial U st 
As the a ºtue man designed for total immemtcin, a pertsoopo 
errsngs it* was adopted. This is illustrated in Figure 5. i oh tower 
(T9 Fig. 5) is attached to tue observation b1.. k bpr four bolts (only me 
of which is show in Figure 5 for clarity) which thread into letal inserts 
embedded in the Kelr-F block. The towers serve three purposes they 
suspend the apparatus into the thermostat bath: enable light from the 
ecýaseohr or to pass through the observation tube* end one to er house. 
the phatanultiplier tube. The towers are nylon cylinders, 25.6 cm 1- , 
7.6 cm outside diameter and 4.8 cm inside diameter. This size was 
dictated bar the outside diameter of the photomultipiier shield and by a 
wall thickness sufficient to give adequate rigidity to the surpanded 
apparatus. One and of 6aoh tower in oloasä Pp& stainless steal cup 
(At Fig. 5) to rhioh a5 aft aqua" stainless steel block is boiled. 5iliorne 
rubber SX eilig rubber "I" rim seal tho joint.. The bane plates of 
the metal blocks (Et Fig. 5) are n oohin. d to include a grliudrioai . 
PIG R 
The mixer. 
16- 
Fig. 4 (a) 
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top face is inelinsd of 45° towards the observation tube. Each rod mats 
a front surfaoe alumini is*d mirror. Toth 'l. V. and visible light m be 
refeotsd oft these mirrors. The monitoring light eme: from the 
mmocbromator as an f 3.5 oena. It to roflooted off an al iniumie d 
mirror, (i3 p Pic* 5), set at 45° to the hori sontal at this and of the mono. 
ohromstorr tbx"u& 9o° onto a quartz law (619 Fig. 5) . ''As focal laogtb 
of the lane is euch as to as the light dam the first tower as a Dsssll*1 
brim. 'Am lens is held in a (WIAndrioai brase housing its Fig" 5)v wbass 
height can be varied to "tam" the optical tim. At the bottom of the 
first tower, the light beam PWANO thorough a second quartz low (L2 Fig, 5) 
whose focal lath brings the light beam to a focus at the oentze of the 
obee"ation tube. The light beam is reflected off mirror X2 (Fig. 5) sod 
passes through the observation tube. icy focussing the light beat the 
"itopn effect of the 2 aura entrance hole in redduced. 1Yeucs, more light 
thro the ob. srvation tube and as improved oigioal to noise ratio is obtain. 
Attar poesy torn u& the obrsrmtie tube, the twitted light is 
rsll. ot. d off mirror M3 (Pig. 5) into th. woorid tower aad of to the photo- 
multiplier face. The pbotomultiplier (Pr 9 Fig. 5) is bold inside a harass 
tube (sß pig. 5) which slips inside the ssooad tewsz. To preset ioingv 
the high voltage terminals (R, Fig. 5) of the phetasnultiplier an ano2ooed 
in a cglindricsl "Ttfool" ass (Cl Fig. 5) which also supports the photo. 
multiplier. 
A collar (0 f Fie. 5) fits ear tia top of each toter an in screwed 
into A r. otanguler bsae plate (F' Fig. 5). The latter fite into the of 
of the rain stead and is firmly boltat do,. 
During opex%tiont air, dried and filtered W first passing it Vhra 
a cola m of silioa-sl; then a one miosos air filter and finally a solid 
carbon diaxide/wethwsl trap, is blown into the bottom of sa tows, 
(at D* Fig. 5). This keeps the optics and phetemultiplisr face free from 
c linsation. The dry air also passes over the t rai ns of the photo.. 
multiplier. 
To S U" nampletaMý of US light seal and aa preftutiat eCai, nnt 
Croa$ . ectiort of the optical system. 
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1eko the entire apparatus is sprayed with a thin coat of silicone rubber. 
The Thermostat 
The thermostat iß based upon the design due to Scott and Brickwedde850 
It consists of two copper tanks (K, L, Fig. 1), one inside the other. The 
outer tank, of 33 cm diameter and 35.5 cm depth, is lagged with 7.6 om of 
expanded polyurethane foam as insulation. The inner tank is a double walled 
vessel, 20 cm internal diameter and 32 om deep, sitting on a tripod to raise 
it from, the bottom of the outer tank. The space between the walls of the 
inner tank can be evacuated to control the heat lose from the inner to outer 
tank. In use the inner tank is filled with methanol and the outer tank with 
solid carbon dioxide/methanol. Temperatures between that of the carbon 
dioxide/methanol mixture and ambient are achieved by a 150W, 100V heater, 
positioned at the bottom of the inner tank. The beat output is controlled by 
a thermistor sensor and a proportional control circuit. The methanol in the 
inner bath is stirred by a compressed air driven Archimedean screw of 2.5 cm 
diameter, fitting into a "Tuft iol" tube. This stirrer ensures movement of 
the whole liquid and prevents any streaming of the liquid which might occur 
if an ordinary paddle type stirrer was used. The temperature is measured by 
a platinum resistance thermometer, in oonjwnctioa with a Wheatstone bridge. 
The thermometer was calibrated at the a. lting points of a series of freshly 
distilled liquids. The resistance uas found to be linearly related to the 
temperatur. according to the egvatiaai $ 
RT F 1.206P, '- r+ 575.27 (w hers T is in R) 
The temperature may be measured to at least + 0.01K and the stability of 
the bath is better than + 0.1K. Unfortunately, the thermal inertia of the 
apparatus is considerable. About five hours is required for the observation 
block to come to temperature at the lowest temperatures used. The addition 
of a commercial refrigerating bath, which could run cmtinuously, would 
add considerably to the effectiveness of the apparatus. 
An early problem of icing of the exposed parts of the stopped,. flov 
apparatus below the roof was fatly r duosd by suspending a airoulsr 
rubber skirt from the roof and u in,, "Vclcrj" t: ,,, dhere chc r, t, t: 
.. 25 - 
s14 e of the thez ost®t. 
1%6 inlet s7stam in nho m in Figure 6. The drive s yrizger (A # Fig. 6) 
are of the 5 el E erett "gip all-class type. The syringes are half 
embedded in a perspex block (B, Fig. 6). A perfect fit between gloms aM 
perepoac is made W laying the syringes auto f esbly mixed silicone ztbber 
and alllwi. ag the rubber to get. The an held in position Iy a 
perspez plate (C, Pig. 6) which provents MOMWOMMUt during driving. The 
syringes are joind to Tef'2 m keyed three"kW oapiilax. v tape supported in 
a perepez block (Do FIg. 3). The straight through section of the tape 
lead on to the stopp t-f1 w apparatus. The third arm joins an to the 
r roir tubes Which axe mounted verticslly. The re semirs have two- 
and tbr"" º tape on their sides eo that dry aitrogst oau be fl' ushed 
thravo the sue. Tha top sections are sealed tpr "nub. esals" (C, Fig. 6) 
and s'! fitted With glass einten (To Fig. 6). Dry or o]q/j sensitive 
solutions can therefore be handled in the r Mirs and filtration gsvVent" 
air solids being introduced into the flow line. The flow line oonaiits of 
2 aua bore glass capillary tubing extending i' the three. -"W tape up sad 
o er the tbenvas at tanks (ß, ;. 1), and de= to just below the bottom of 
the a aeatus (Pig. 1). rät glass tube is Mil 4d moo (diameter jv* 
15 e) 
beneath the apparatus (Pig. 1) and then pss into the suer. The coils 
ensure an edrgwºts ply of t wroostat*t reagintaq en b for about twenty 
rims. Clam tsprrs (At P'ig. 7) , .. the . of for glaw ti bra, fit in" 
th o". 0 PwdIng aOdco" =whined in the mixer. A metal Waok. *! (b, Fig. 7) 
fits over a shoulder csrefull gromd auto asap glass tube about three owti- 
m*tr s fret the tap r" An the metal hraokMt is belted up to the trout 
stainless steel plate, it pulls the taper firmly into the sod cot (ce. 7). 
A thin layer of silioons rubber man the gl to the Ks]-F. 
Pi pbsrs1 «tuipist used with this stoppe44low appsmtus is 
szamsr3.. d bslows 
OaciýlMm* Ttr mis std onoillosoapa, tp 54, with 263 
The inlet sty tern. 
S 
El 
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differential unºtifier wd 21367 #iaebaae. 
Pbc-,, .z2: cr. E. M. I. type 952913 
(qt artz end window). All dynodes 
wes utilieed, cQnnsoted tar 100Y rssiator'e. 
. il. 
Fluke type 412x' (o - 2. l 1 v). P tttc ult. ýp. ier Pater .` nýrný. + wr rr.. r wýurýýýrr 
2:.. $ r. au h and Lomb, fitted with high int. iai+4 GVS ºIii pl 
catalocue a. 33 -- 3G - 01 t 400 - 180 nn for 'IJ. V. and Cats1 ague No. 
33 - 36 -029 81) - 350 uta for visible. 
Man - Limit ice ,. V. -. auch ud !,. nb 45W deuterium l&ip. 
Visible - Silvaaia 45W oexten Lmp. 
r 14 2! u SX om :;. V. lamp - 0. GA constowt canCSmt atwbilieed, 
built IV Gremson Electronic Ltd. 
Visible lamp - Six 6V Osram Baca as latora. 
i21c1m3ee Ge 
__ ;. 
Telfazd type As using Polaraid 46-L transptºreeýagr film. 
T 
,,, _ 
ux'e Ca tjjgr. Aoou Ltd. Temperature controller providing 
propvarttonal oentrol wer the remis 193K to 283K. 
ZVY! lI ! "in . IbNInmlic Aat1*tor, ot irps A8 L8l59 
tirgtro, Patent Co. I td. 
wfollcy.. z Circuit. This Mr oomstruoted to tir design used prsvi cua1yi3. 
2.2. as I'M }8IEWM. .1 . ýa-1: I 
: his phnataenon was te®ted f, >r iV flowing solvwt$ thzbugh the 
appatst= =Ai ob e vying the 2W output. Hod amitatLast been ooousviue, 
lasts and stare dear º in light tsiimias would have moulted. Ito 
evidaaoe for oavitation was ob. ssvsd, the osaillr opo +, z um beine s .tt 
It teas not possible to mamro the flow rate dirio'tl, y, but an satimutr 
n$ fo *4 as reuen as 
The fawt r oration of I ydmcid4 ion xwiatiug with diohraaat" ion in 
timt ma "Ui. ThO int*zmQ trig of the o. oillaso. ps wes u.. d, 
with thr triers level set as 01355 to the Winity of 1 r5wotiao as 
Faible. An acede of the resulting trwn apps in Figur. 6 (a). 
i lclý., tr 
Method of joining glace tubing to mixer. 
STAINLESS STEEL 
[_]GLASS 
TUBING 
0 
KEL -F 
TEFLON 
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The time taken to reach the break in the plateau, where the reaction starts, 
is the time to the "stop". Knowing the volume of reagentp used and this 
dimensions of the floe lins, it me possible to oalculat, the average 
velocity. The observed velocity with water st room temperature was over 
4 m/s. Nowo oor, the above observation takes no sooomt of acceleration 
tars, and wo is =ay ® minimeeu estimate, 
SAW teat 
10 at 41 
The amu tua woo cbaWl:. for l sl mixing 4W optical d eity naseuro - 
ants of elaliu amte rolutto» a! 1 found to be astietwtory. 
The mixing ofticieagy was t. ated in two ways. At room taopornture, 
with inter as solvent, a 2cß"". samoeium sulphate solution in one drive wrings 
flowed with water in the other, When poorly mixed, this solution becomes 
ttgbid due to multiple refftetions, which leads to low light tranenission. 
The tram obtained was very erratic for the first 15 as or no, but than 
bei a straight line. The initial irregularities were due to poor 
mixing at. timt low vslooity at the start of fl r W, but the mining rapidly 
becomes efficient. An the "stop" is know to occur after about 50 Mg it 
can safely be aamzted that the mining is adequate tßr the time observation 
of a reaction takes place. 
The mizin Offioi* i in mothmol soluti. OS woo tclutod LV fj; ving o 
metbanolio ttsOU solution oontaining a trios of pbcl ? )phthal in t: = 1,41L a 
m*tInolio solution of NCl of equivalnt titre. iAL i utraliastion tessotioo 
was foilawea at 550 na. At all t. r rsturos, Gowan to 225K, the trios was 
a straight line about 16 ms after ft'v begone The rate of this reaction 
is baymA the rings of flow methods even at 225K end so, the trios should 
ooinoide with tLs infsait r reading of the sedation as soon as the flow mate 
Is high enough. Anr deviations from adequate mixing would have appeared 
as irrwgular tluott*tious on the oooilloooaps tswoo. 
22 otoDi" sing 
The staWnc time oou18 not be mearmed directly, but ==nation of 
te "break" of typical tlWe*, Otjo Figur (81L) g shad that the . top was 
asp a rd mat the fluid acme to rot in about 1 or. 
. ýýý. 4'. 
:. +ýu.. r. rý...:: 
Pbo%acraplº at o. otllm. oop. tiros Idari*$ 
f'IVAlkUkC ant, eºtts t of MMUMM flow vslooiiy 
uA subsopmat swatian SZ ST flAw lw . did. 
Tos sssottao ie 
Gr20 2" + Oil" - -: o4 + Cs04 
[t cr, p, . Y: tor3 wwg 
I"0.1 (mm3)f a« 475 m 
S»itiatlw - 0.1V/di iw 
tie»bas - 10 a/divuias. 
Tb. stmiaM Iii Ulan the reso iaa tssoe to the 
sarinity :.. ate of the r. soti *. 
tum ßüb) 
IDaumpl" of the týeýrsßurý 8iffi*+aroa 634 i at 
in tia law t- -- watwe . to « app. rstt. 
Thi to dm tbawl 1sa tpýpe'oaCian ?, i 639 
wwmw lbwa for *Uwvattm block, 
T! N v stssW UNG is $ miau l and 
the Is~ Zss. %W$ . asm, 
8uasittvity O. 2T/dt isift 
Tiiesbo. 0.5 . /diviaiaa, 
Figure 8 (a) 
4 4$4 +-s. --$ -+-- 
+-+--- $$$ IIII 
-1 
a, 
----- - - 
H 
- - - 
_ 
_ _ 
Figure 8 (b) 
i }, fit dead-t te 
This is the time taken to mix the reactants, pass them to the 
observation tube and stop the flow. At room temperature it was measured 
IW taking the second-order reaction between diobromate ion and hydroxide 
ion" under pseudo. -fir. t-order oond. itions with hydroxide in exroess. An 
hydroxide, ration was chosen euch that the half-life was %* 0.1.. 
The initial optical density, which under these conditions corresponds 
essentially to zero reaction # was noted. The aside ion concentration 
was increased so that the half-life was about 5 ma. The initial optical 
density was lower than that previously because of the reaction lout during 
the daRdmatimet Knowing the rata constant for the fast reaction and the two 
initial optical densities, a dead'-tint of 4.1 0.3 ma was calculated. 
Kinatia in 
To confirm the suitability of this apparatus for kinetic --- of 
some data of Wi 1'c i ns and Noore87 for the reaction betu hydroxide and 
fit to iouu were ! oproduood. 
2.3. at ion W Pe La 
Anhydrous reagent volutions mm injeoted into the reservoirs through 
the "Subsaals" tpr hypodermic syringes. Bach run requires about 0.3 ml 
of each raut. However, the minimum volume mired for each reaction 
oondition is about 40 ml to ensure that flushing out of the driving 
syringes and glass coils with fresh solution is complete. T'he solutions 
are left to thermostat, for at least one hour. Kinetic runs down to 221K 
have bseae psrfOX Md. The overall performonoe of this sppesatus is very 
similar to the Oibeeri stopped-flow used in this lab. rstox5p 
3. Pirst-osdar 
rate oonst, »te of up to 150 s'1 have been uuo»»rily meaug-M. A typical 
sat of osoillo pe trwam aid the cormspo ing aste plots ax'. illuatreted 
in Figure 9r Vhioh shows the ezo. lles rePrOduoibilit7 attainable. 
The oil ! 'rm the *otocultipiier in token to the osoill©eoope via 
an emitters-to11c r oirouit13. The anode ourr+nt of the photomultiplier 
19 r itOxed using this circuit, aM high frequ ncy nies ow be attmuatod 
- 29 
ue: an R/C filter circuit. The circuit aleo cwterstes an act justable 
"b ing off" voltage which is applied to the second input of the 
oscill; pe differential w pl. itisr. A by tauge of plurtamultiplier anode 
current is e lVed (2-»l0t4A). PhotacmZtiplier voltages in the range 
6,0, 'A-7CWV were found to be convenient. 1-Ihen using the a/C filter circuit 
to rods noise on tru e, care was taken to ensure that the time constant 
did not exosed 5 of the ialf-ºlife of the remotion beilag measurad, to ensure 
no dietortion of the try ocourreid24. Tjw waplifi+rr s itivityy ai 
time base of the osoill pa were c ali' tect uaini the mill ecopet c 
i terra Standard« 
As mmtt f oned prrori,, ualy f the appcr'a kc tdsrablo tbozml 
inertia. Tb test shsther the apparatus bas comp to temperature, an 
interesting effect that had been observed with umbanal solution in uff. 
Bath the the stat liquid and the solvent in the reservoir coils attain 
the desired temperature very quicklyf but the observation black initially 
logo behind. If methmol at the teraperatur. of the thermostat is fl wd 
into the unth naoatated observation blockt a bowed tre. oe results 
(Figure Ei (b)) . The trace is bowed wds it the block is .s sr than 
the metbanol and do rds if the block is cooler. The apparent obange in 
aboorbom reaches a mvimm in about 0.5 seconds and diseppeere in the cores 
of about 7 seconds. If bath the bloc and the methanol are the ostatsd, 
a straight line results. Phiv artifact was later reported ley Gibson 
with water near to rom temperature. He attributed it to the establish- 
west of a temperature gradient across the liquid after stopping, There 
is a am"spondine gradient in refractive index with an effect equivalent 
to a leis. As the whale liquid equilibrates the leas affect dissppeaft, 
2.4. caleg aticss ao Rt 
All kinetic rum ownei. d out with the low t mture ®topped-flow 
appnutu wm pu! "t3rma mar pstirat-ostler c &tttcma. T» to 
! sue ruso wer tlia am* motion iticeº ware rooorded as the anci11oo- 
oopo so"ant with a x11 veticaa diMaa aent betwom each one (rte 9 (&))o 
DAM 9(g- Fbotopm* of asoilloocow ow"s 
obwine blies asasoc tvs kinM1c !! i! " 
Seit iviiy 50 I Vn/4iti. ian ,t Laebss 0. l 
e/diVisi+ 
. 
.W- 
Camp or Plat' wtp 4 shwAaff the 
MU plots of the sbdve r moo 
c tAw progim M%U (App. odiz). 
M& plat is T t. d ! mss its ps . oýwor 14º 
0.1 lag wtit*. 
The r mtiau p«rtx7m is t? ý tcx'nlºtiýet if the 
 oao-(1ý1ü-tlýsoiiný){II) iew in 
aubudrem mru»»1. 
eý'`ý1 " 1.01 s 10 %of 1~1 
___ . 
5.08 x 10'5 mi 171 
(%C'04)' -- 1a" Soo ý.. 
1.8'00 
1.800 
1.700 
N 
1.600 
1.600 
F 
0 1.400 
1.900 
1. X00 
0 
1.100 
8 J 1.000 
0.9D0 
a 800 
a 700 
0.600 
SFDATA RUN NO 1846 1847 1648 
1846 + 
1647 p 
1848 x 
o 50 100 160 200 2230 900 9W aoo 450 MM 
TIME / MS 
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Tha mmromri aas p tom and the reoult f rig traaapý+eaaoýr pr o jýartad ihr 
ateams of a pbotaox io . 1azgsr. The reaction cars were tmmdL +a to 
crawh pow and sedhwed to aste of (xgy) ca-ordinates by mmma --- a. 
The note of oo-ovdinatec, tog. thir with fßotora to oonvwrt x rvm ngo to 
times and y 4mfleatiaso to trsne iesicas vi. lues were anslysed ihr ooaputar 
pm 3PDM'A. A listing is givm in the Apradix. 
The ovsputer proc3ma carries out the foil ring op. raºtiou. s 
a) Conversion of t aissim to sb. ozl noe values. 
b) A linear lowt-squares deter®inatim of the best strsiht line fit 
to s plot of In (Dt -" Dom, ) versus t (where Dt and D., are the 
&*or Fas calculated for time t eM infinitr respectively). 
For a fixet-oder reaction In (DIt - Da) . . kt f C. 
o) Print out of the rate constant, kg with its associated error. 
d) Prssaatstion of the rate plot derived above tt mesas of a digital 
plotter soossesr (see Figure 9 (b) for an plc of this output). 
The rate plats of es+esy run sire examined ammo. it we fand IV 
. xpevienc. trat quite izx td curvgtvrs could be mdibited with little effect 
as the magnitude of tie oelc uluted error. The result. of any MM showing 
curved rata plats vets rar j. otad. 
2.5. iV_ , tim 
ut*r prog2um ACTPAR (App"tz) we used for iM osJrnilwtims. 
The Awwl-m iue stars E (activation . o., v) and A (rr etmw ter) frm 
the relMic lk. Aw p 
(E jä? ') were OOlOY1s? ed from i line least-. r az. O 
bwK fit line to s pl3t of weed vales of in k wr a I/T. Values of 
ox- andAS* from the t tt -. at. t ºry .a *tioa, 
ke(RT/ fl h). op (oS*/R)" eov (-ox"`/Rr), were derived for 298.1K % mead. 
of the . rsl at io"t 
0ý sEa-"RT 
Tbns +aqu tioa apply for both tmi.. and b1mol oulsr reaotiaas in 
toiuttg 
28 
0 
-31- 
2. L. 3, rca t t? o 
In this work# all errors tum quoted as + (cis standard deviatio ), 
Date (fie spa priate) Memo weighted 'ihr the reciprocal of the agtars 
of its amociated error. ^ý 2he f rmuli e usol in as i1oul aºtians - compul 
88 
p an to be Smid in Door' a awaog 
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THE KI': ETIC ; A: D ME)CUAIISV )F TI. E F, )iiV. ATIQr-; A .D DECAY OF 
PERQCT ITRCý'S ACID I': PERCULDRIC ACID SOL", TIO :. A: D 
L. rAS`ä CC 'A. R A ALYSZS OF SF TROP i, 3pICTYURIC DATA FOR 
SERIF FIRST-ORDER RFA("I`It7": S 
3.1. Introduction 
Per©: ynitroua acid has been established an the intermediate of 
reaotiono (3.1) and (3.2) largely by stabilisation at a high pit as the 
p. rosynitrito anio§9'90. 
I1NO 2+ I202 ? if)o: "Iö + 1120 
(3.1) 
äOoT) - -: 03 + H+ (3.2) 
The unstable perox nitrous acid has been estimated kinetically9i to 
have a PKaof 6.6 and an impure solid peroxynitrite salt has been prepared 
There have been several previous kinetic inveetigatione89'92-5 of these two 
reactions above p114 (Table 1), where the rates can be measured lY conventional 
methods, but an extension of these studies to higher acidities was prevented 
on account of the rapidity of the reactions. It was found relatively easy 
to extend these studies to higher acidities by using the stopped-flow method, 
and it was possible to establish the nature of an additional acid catalysed 
pathway for the decomposition of peroxynitrous acid, which previous workers 
had postulated to be present9l. 
The formation of per©xynitrous acid was also studied at higher aaiditiaa 
to gain information about the various species postulated to be formed in 
aqueous acidic solutions of nitrous acid 
96-7. 
The three species which are found to be most reactive in solutions of 
nitrous acid are x: 20; ' fit:? 02+ and '40+t which are formed according to the 
following equilibria (in the preeonoe of co-ordinatirie anions, X-9 a 
further species, "'x, is possible). 
21? ' 302 203 + Ii2c 
(3.3) 
H'i02 +; :* ý= 2 02+ rapid 
Kl (3.4) 
33 
"l 
Ný, t ,, 
ý 
, ý= 
t+ H2O (3.5) 
Msoimaistioally, it is relatively º to detect : '203 an the attaoiUng 
specie8, ßinoe in this come, the rate law is then of the forms 
Rate k[r, 113,72Lt t] 
Ilowever, it is not so eWr to distinguish betten H2. "02 and °04 as the 
reactive intenmediatoo, since under many oonditions both reactants gives 
rise to a rate low of the forms 
Rate -k [H ][ n102/ /eubctrato] (3.6) 
When 112 O2+ is involved kR k41Cx where k4 is the rate constant for 
P21102+ attacking the substrate. It NO is the reactive intermediate, the 
rate constants associated with equilibrisn (3.5) become important and water 
oompetee with the substrate for ` r: +, Definition of k3 an the rate oonstant 
for the reaction between 7+ and substrate, and application of the ote y 
state appro iaiation to ' ')* j; ivee$ 
-d[sub. tsate]/at k »' rl[: + 
j /. , -, 02 /ýubetraºte/ (3-7) 
k, 
2 ;.. 211 + k.., aubutr 
sJ 
! brier conditions Where kJ O]>> k3 [substrates this law reduboes to 
equation (3.6) with k. k3k2IC1%k2 
/11201" Since in aqueous solution 
L 
27J '» 
[substrate], in most oases (ualsea k3 )a k 2) equation 
(3.6) will 
be the rate law observed. l owevver, in the case where k3 [substrate] xo 
,7 then oqußß ion 
(3.7) reduce. 'too k.. 2 LrH20 
- ýttbýtTfataýýdt kel Ii 
j /iiido21 (3.3) 
: ceder thew oanditions the rate d termining stop is the formation of 
no+ oooording to reaction (3.5) sari the rate of reaction bsoomee ibdependaýt 
of the substrate oonoentratica. Cases whom this behaviour has been 
observed have been reviewed98. In all of tl oases interpretation of the 
results suffers from the possible oomplication98 that buffer anianev (X -)v 
were present which might interfere tar reacting with fit ; 02f to gives I , )X 
rather than '3e. 
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In the present reeoction : &lfVs=y and Robiaovn8 , firm initial rate 
studiest found the rate Im (3.6) to hold at low peroxide oonoentrationa, 
but An bar eA i Taube 9 s93 results at higher peroxide concentrations, in the 
region pii 4-6, fo11 3 the rate law (3.7). i ores ver, at high peroxide 
ooncenta tiona of about 4 mol 171, the latter wort: ers obtained a limiting 
rate in a nt with vetion (3.8) and, therefore, a crtbed the 
reaction to attacks of : 1212 M N. owevera it has been suggested that the 
phosphate ion used as a buffer in Anbar and Taub. '. experiments mew i Awe 
interferod in this cx 
^rherefore, to try to resolve this ambiguity, the foztiam of peroxy- 
nitsot acid me studied in the abaenoo of intsrhrin« animsg ar4 at higher 
acidities where the fosmtion of 'i0+ is expected to be more impostaat96. 
The spectrum of the pero. Vnitrits anion he. been rsported92 but not 
that of pe itr us acid. is this work the letter's epeotrum was obtained 
for the firmt time using a oontinuoua-flow mixinc cell. 
3.2. 
1AINSWA. Sodium nitrite was A. R, grade. It vim dried at g1k. 333< before 
use, and solutions were prepared tpr weight. Solutions of A. R. hydrogen 
peroxide were standardised by oerio sulphate titration 
100 
. Sodium perohl3rate 
we prepared by careful neutralisation of A. R. sodium carbonate with A. R. 
perohiorio acid, follwed by boiling to rseove CO2. These solutions were 
eta dardieed tv evaporation at S k. 393: and weighing of the ,a lO4 residue. 
3. e; . The stopped-flow apparatus me a modified Gi Stine seohine, 
which has bees described eloewäere13. This equipment %*Ls found to be more 
o iant than the low temperature apparatus described in Cbsgter 2f but 
both minas were found to give identical results. Temperature control me 
+ 0.1K. 
3.3. BIWU 
Wit . All experiments were carried out under peeudoo-first-order 
oo ditions# with /If* ,7 and 
/H202/0 traticaaa is the sarge 0.01 to 1.0 
mot i, in Marge *000" °v°a/-"""'021 (ca. 16"3 aal 1 "ib X "id the slow 
-36- 
dsocmp iti©m of nitrous aoid elution 
101 
9 the reactions were initiated tV 
mining the nitrite ion solution with s solution containing bydrogem perazide 
and perohlario acid. oth of than solution* were adjusted to an ionic 
etrtmgth of 1.0 with sodium perohl: late. At the hirer aoidities ell nco 
was mode for the X11 aswcmt of acid oonsmec Iy nitrite ion in eetim ting 
the fzw acid avnaaeiti aºt tons listed in ºbles 2 and 3. The pKa of nitrous 
acid (3.002) reportse")l at x. 1.0 (rnaclo4) arid 298.1i mw used for this 
LbAw the aoditi<ms of the =Veria ts, reaction (3+2) o© was bofors 
reaction (3.1) has completely aaded, and it became necessary to take into 
aoooemt the slower decay process in estimating the rate constants for the 
rapid fo. rmtion. To enable this to be done reaction (3.2) we studied first. 
F4nettFAc c 3.2). The reaction wma studied at 303 eis where the 
abeerbnoe first iaa=wMS r kly due to reaction (3. I), and then decreases 
at a slower rate (reaction (3.2)). `t'his behaviour is consistent with the 
knom spectra of the reactants and products, and the epectrtm of the 
intermAiate pSr zynitrouc acid, as reported later. 'he pestdo-first-order 
rate constants for the decay process were readily obtained in the usual way 
fron the final part of the abeorbmnos. -time of ve, whore reaction (3.1) is 
oe º2ste. Good first-crier rate plots wore obtained in all cases for at 
heuet three half-liven. 'ihr rate of the reaction did not ter upon 
changing the concentratim of 11202 1y a factor of ate. 5, or iy adding a 
tan--told «co« of mitrate ion aver nitrite. "rhe rsaulta are o©11sotm in 
Table 2R the rate omstants being an were" of 2-4 eetimp.! wets at ach 
ocs Bition. Ftguz'. 10 shms hm the obarrved xats oos.. t. nts vary 11"ar1y 
with the aoiäit. y. A lasst-sgtmres sus1ysia of tho rssults, vein oomputsr 
p rate L 50 (A dix), at 273.7K giver s 
1O kd " (5.27 + 0.1o) + (59.6 + 0.8) L? 
*i. 1 (3.9) 
Saw r vex* cerriod out valor the saue ooaditi®as but in a C, 5 cal 171 
p ate buffer at sit 2.33. The value of kd under thws oot4itiorts 
(5.44 z 2`)"2s"') is in brood scrosomt with sgnsttan (3.9). At 314.7: other 
- 37 
ýi+ 
Kinetic data for the reaction 13 3; 0 -ý" N33 + i3'ß 
I l. 0 (: a(; ltO4)' ['202' - 4.25 x 10 '2 mol 1-1 
[8N02/ uasd to generate Ii0' Ow. lO GIOl 171 
Temperature a 273.7K 
102[u'7/mo 1 1-1 102. -, / e-1 102/ii j/racy 1 1""1 102kd/e 
0.374a 5.44 24.8 20.2 
1.89 6.93 29.7 22.6 
2.88 6.97 34.8 25.3 
3.88 7.10 38.7b 28.4b 
4.88 8.29 44.7 31.5 
6.87 9.75 49.7 33.8 
8.86 10.2 59.7 41.2 
10.9 11.8 69.6 47.8 
12.9 12.4 79.6 52.3 
14.8 14.8 89.5 61.3 
19.8 17.1 99.5 64.9 
Temperature " 310.7K 
4.9 5.24 
9.6 6.16 
38.7 11.1 
a pH 2.33 (phosphate buffer), omitted in estimating the coefficients 
of equation (3.9) 
b 'Talues of 102kd at [H202/ - 0.209 mal r1 aM added 1003 o" 
10 Äß.: l 171 were 20.6 and 28.4 sl rospeatively at this acidity 
Kinetics of the reaction YMWO 
11-> 2343 + 11 
at 273.71( and Ia1. o(NaC1O4). 
0.7 
0.6 
0.5 
kd/s-1 
0.4 
0.3 
0.2 
0.1 
0 
ýH+]/mol I-1 
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
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rum gaavei 
10`'kd - (443 1 8) + (1730 + 
49) P+Y*1 
Ar 1ysi. of the two sate of data at different temperatures gave 
approximate values for the activation parameter at 296.1K. 
Acid iadýspeadsut patimyt Ail* H- 19.6 0.2 kcal =171 
o-7.4 10-7 os1 m*27' -l 
Acid depondcn t patlu 14.8 + o. 2 i. oax mori 
oS# " 5.3w0i7 081 aol_lz 
Kingtmere otroflou (3.1) " The &~l p of the dooa, y rewtton (3.2) with 
that of this foz tion reaction (3.1) mesat that it was not pooºible to 
obtain an infinity reading for the first stage. `Therefore, first attempts 
to derive the yeeudo-first_order rate constants for the foroation reaction 
utilised sarinbouzne'e u, oä102. Although linear rate plate for indiviLiual. 
runs W52' obtained, the data a1tatned were insistent end the reBults were 
scattered. This was probably Bus to S inbourne's method being relatively 
insensitive to deviations from first-order b"viour, oouplsd with the 
difficulty in deciding when to toruinats mit of the oscilloscope 
trans towards the and of the formation stags. Analysis of the rims tW the 
initial rate method else inn a great deal of wmtter. Formation rate 
ocrosteuts were obtaisad 1y mews of a computer Pt y the thsM of which 
is described in section 3.6. In general, this program fits absar'baaos data 
to any series first-o=der reaction, 
1'. F lcd 
A --- " -* C .J 
frs tM umkknc*e permit z's an lc s kd and e,, # the eztinott m oosffioioant 
of 08 intermediate (B). With aº modified forma of this prognmag -- using 
*qustiaa (3.9) to allow for the domes proos (kd) * reaction (3.1) was titian 
studied. The reaction was mainly followed at 350 ma to srdvoe the bsak- 
ground abr nno. from the =won )*7dr gs psi axi d.. A fm rums at low 
oonosntxations of I dx'ogun psiaxide were osavied out at 303 m whilst 
studying remotion. (3.2). Sim" the imtton ooeffioient (e ) of the 
i12teZTadi*to peroxamitr ue acid was not kam* with =W owtsi nty, the p"Npw 
- 39 - 
was used in a two Parameter no" to ! find the bs. t fit values to kf and 
A knowledge of ka makes the less uares inooedurs simpler and sore 
Ito and it to only neoo y to follow the initial stage of the two 
aoeouti e reaction to enable good valw. s of lkf to be obtained. Values 
of c remained reasonably oonetaat (+ is `) for all the nuts at the uws maw. 
IOWM aid also aareed tvaeanab3j with the values obtained later from the 
spectrum ofpsro nitr to acid. Abermiesdata were fitted with aw 
aqua"oz'rar of love then ). 001 (<1) in all cam. '. 'tis values obtained 
for k: f ars collected in ', able 3. w ovd*r with raepsot to acid use 
eetmblimbed IW º . eg 
A; OZ7 oonsUnt (4.25 : 1Ö 
` 
mol l'1) aai varying t1w 
d 
said ooI oeatrettion (Table 3, nuia 6- 12). The results asr platted in 
Piguz'e 11 and oomtir that the reaction is fir, t-order in acid. Aii iyeie of 
these data gives k /[I 1ý1 - 46.0 + 2.4 1 of 
1o 1. The s otiara is not 
sir jt fiz sdsr in Lflipm7 as cm in Dicta from t variation of i if i+J with 
/12O27 in , "able 3 3d Figure 129 mw values of kille--7 t'ad towards a 
taaximm at hilt 'Et2o27. Thin bs1 vicwar is in agrWraMt with *p tion 
(3.7) 
(. timte vL 20A lä«0 
kt _ klir. 2KA! 
+l fo'/ (k °I + k3 f i°2T) 
e am of this vq *t ioa giver. 
[1; 7 ik,,,. 2 f, 2° /% N0"+ () 0.10 IYI) The average vat *s of fHf, 7/kr Plotted egaine$ /ii20/'1 in Figucre 13 
and s weighted 2+ twquasns exa1, roin of t2 daºba gives s 
! 'Y'am the intercept 103 (YO" a 1.62 + 0.21 8101 14 e 
woad from the slopes 1)4 (k- -` 2oJ 
/k2L-3 - 6.97 10,08 aao121-2 a 
Hrrtos k2F.. 1 a 617 + 80 mo1'a1 
i -l rAd ý/k Ii20] Q 2932 ± 0.28 1 mall. 
3.4.21121M its acid 
With the aid of eqt afiim= (3.9) S (3.10) 9 it was possible to d.. tan 
an otprimsa to ease the epeotna of ywwwnitrous wird to be obtained 
in a 0.1 mol J-1 pw*hloric acid solution. ' sgsatra was roooxd st 
276+1K with s Cagy 14 . paatropbotom. ter, hing a omtinuorou»tiw oall 
ýDst 0.5 cm) in oomj m tiou with aT D3ec» miz. The oooditlam 
M 
40 
a 
b 
0 
d 
etio data gor tho 
: jý 
reaction ;:.. ),, +9 'ý, ". ý 
r, - 7 aýý L: y 1o 
1 o1 1" ecaý xirature - 273.7:. ' 
R km 1o. 10 f 102 11, 
b 
.., k .a .-f! Z' 
mnl 1. "1 Mal 2"`i ý`1 1 ra 1'1 +1 
1 10.0 1.03 1.50 1 0.03 15.0 
2 67.7 2.13 17.6 10.5 26.0 
3 87.0 2.13 22.3 0.5 25.6 
4 96.7 3.10 246 j 0.5 25.4 
5 10.0 3.20 3.39 0.10 38.9 
6 96.0 4.25 42.3 0.17 44.1 
7 2.33 4.25 1.43 _ 0.04 61.4 
8 4.74 4.25 2.88 0.14 60.7 
9 9.59 4.25 4.31 0.40 44.9 
10 24.1 4.25 11.0 C. 2 45.6 
11 38.6 4.25 19.7 . 0.4 51.0 
12 48.3 4.25 21.6 0.2 44.7 
13 1000 10.6 10.5 0.3 105 
14 2.32 10.6 3.27 ± 0.10 141 
15 2.32 21.0 4.25 
r+, 
0.43 183 
16 2.32 42.3 6.40 _ 0.56 276 
17 2.32 48.6 7.34 ;L0.12 316 
18 2.32 64.0 8.35 + 0.56 360 
19 2.32 85.6 9.2 t 1.4 397 
20 2.32 107 10.1 
,w0.8 
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Free acid cce s tr tion. Allaas oe was ardo for the wsII ommmt or 
said oooor d bey T; Dý- 
Avozga value all3viag for a very wll amount oaiia z ud during the 
roectinaa 
Avrrjs of 2-4 estim4tian 
Subject to * peroaeat e error an the kr via me 
'1A 
Xinetiios of the reaction 
EN02 + H2O2-ý .. OONO + 1? 20 
at oosaetant [n2021 - 4.25 x 10"2 mo1 171 
T« psi tore - 273.7K and I. 1.0(NNac104). 
.S 
40 
30 
kf/S 
1 
20 
10 
0 
[Hi/mol 
I-1 
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
Variation of kf/Z'%. +7 verma x! 242' 
for the reaction "! X)2 + 11202 ý" 110090 + H20 
Temperature 273.7K and I. 1.0(m. I04) * 
400 
300 
O 
E 
r-i 
I 
200 
100 
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
[I-1 
Variation of [H 7/kf versus [H20217-1 
for the rsacstivaa 111102 + B202 
II M00&0 + 1120 
Temperature r 273.7K and Ial. O(; 7aclo4). 
I 
N 
O 
q- 
6 
5 
4 
0 
[H2o2]/ I moI 
1 
20 40 60 so 100 
M 
41 
ware cbooen so that reaction (3.1) we oaiplste within the time of mi=isat 
5 ac 2'1"3 $ and reeotiim (3.2) bad progressed to a neeligiblo extent 
.gL. 
within the time of obeorwfttioaf }&. 14-2 e. Iýu ep otrsn which aas 
z'ooosdod under ocntimme-now oo Bittons was Vat of a mixture of pernagr. 
nitrous acid (2.5 x I: )"2 r r1 rl) wA mcowe bydragen peroxide (0.25 and 171). 
BY stopping the flc», reaction (3.2) was allowed to proceed to oompletion 
and the final spectrum oor spoo&e& to that of the prodvot, nitrate inn, plus 
the inc. of bydragen pe ido. This spectrum was ooxreoted for a well 
aboortanoe from the nitrate ion ernd than subtracted from the spectrum 
dbtsinsdl imdsr oontinuoun-flow o editions to Civo the spsrtlvo of the psro 
nitrous acid shown in Iigurs 14. 'i'i oorr*otio n for the b t'c n4 
mbearbaucie fpm the k drogen peit:; iA% was Iwo tl of the total 3ptioal 
density above 310 tun. 
3.5 . MM. JM 
to peer 'uitrits anion has a sinde peat: in its spsotrvsi9' above 250 nm 
with au extinction 006"ioient of 1670 " 50 (302 ban)92 In this so I 
peraKPitarowr acid aas fond to have st leert ihrs. peeks in the r iaz 320 
350 nu with u*um1i amller e tinctiion 00effiCiOnts- It in interesting to 
oarapom the vibxmtioi 1 fine struotu m which appsari in tos apsatzva of 
pn ginitrous acid with its absente in the pax gnitrite anim. This 
behaviour is analogous to that fo a1 for nitrous avoid oo®pnrrd to nitrite 
aaiOU103. It would be interesting to me if fim struotiwe appeam in 
t1w ep@cyUum of the p ilrit. onion ton u+bur solvents as to fo: md 
for the nitrite anion . 
The present rscutts we ooneiotent with the reoset sttdim of r cation 
(3.2) awe PH 4, and a covpsriet at t h, . in given in : able 1. In 
additIonf the acid catalye sd route for io x, oil tios to nitrate is that 
pwrious vorkors91 lau ßodiaatad is now *wkablioh, 4 Th. following 
o_a1 i. _ is oas iota t with the pmt rate data. 
poctrt of pexvsyAitrouU acid. 
80 
60 
EM 
40 
20 
300 
400 
X/ 
in 
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kId 
O NO3 + Ii . 
rapid 
k2d 
i'200td0} ". 43 + 2H 
Defining 112031/[x o]/? ] 
Avid catalysis is a well knew feature of peroxide nwehaniems94'105f 
em though in general prrtsnatie n of peroxides to not at all extensive. In 
this nasse it in to be exerted 17 snalea with other eystm=94 that K4 "ec 1 
P. nd eo from ecnration (3.9) k2d k1d. The reason for this strung acid 
ontalysis is seen to arise trsn the reduced aativatien enthallWi A!! 
* (kld) 
19.6 + 0.2 kcal mil-l p wher A'? 
M (k2d) +D}: (T. t4) - 14.8 1 Q. 2 kcal molrl. 
The constant in brackets indicates the origin of the corresponding entbalppº 
term. A valve for the enthalpy of protonation of perrzgmitroua acid is 
unmmm but a value has been sstirnated94 for the enthalpy of fonation of 
H302+ fr', vn 11202 and H30+1 A'. ' - +4.2 + 1.2 kaal M51-19 A similar value in 
to be expected f®r A'; (K4) and hence AH'* (1-2jL) -e< M! 
* (k1a). This 
4 bomvteur is oonsistent with the trend in stability O! 0+ > 1100: 3 '- H2No3ý 
in which iaueoeesive pz'Gtcmati*n Of the ger*37nitrite ion results in a gradual 
weekening of the 0-2 bong. It is note however, possible to predict the 
powitieai at which protoeation occurs. Values have baen estimated previously92 
p1I» (ku) - AT' (K1) s 12.5 kcal mol71 
and. o f"' (ku) - AS { s) . +26 aal nio1 Yý1 
where K /j /f OON j. Face from the values obtwiutd is 
this wrk for o:! 
* (k1d) and os, (ku) it can be estimated that at 298.1K 
7 kcal nor' and AS (K`) - -19 cal mo17l 
1. Although twM 
aalu*e are re owible for the dissociation of a work aoid, thW should be 
regaxded na only approximate, since they lead. to a pY, a value of 
9.4 which 
is almost certainly toe larg*91-2. Reaction (3.2) was originally pr©po*i 
-43- 
to Involve a free radical m. c i. m8 but this ooooluolon has been opposed 
in view of the by activation Qne: r for the PIvosM 
92 
0 IIowever, a rsoont 
study of this raaatit bas offered furtlsz evidsme for homo) tic 
doe-imposition of no no and, morso r, ac ted that the low activation 
eýsrýgl is not incompatible with the production of radicalsl''. 
she results obtained for the formt ion of perosynitrous said in acidic 
solution are in general agzrommsnt with " m. obani*u originally propoged 
ad tpr Anbar and ubo93. ' sir tracer studios showed that reactions (3.2) a 
(3.2) involve the tr refer of two aoqM atom from : 7,21) 2 to the product q 
;: 03 . (At high ootratioas of jot a türt»r rTaation ooouro in which 
H00710 reacts with ';, 2 to give '1)3 with a not transfer of only me 0 atom 
gros 3i202). Miere can be little doubt that the active species in 
ratbar than I12F 2f since a liaiting rate is obtained at him 1 rdragýsn 
per, xide concentration an predicted Ir equation (3.7) . At 273.7K, I+ 
resots much more rapidly with H902 tb" with i: 2.0 1 
2.32 
, +, 
0.2E 1 moll 
a24 simDe in au solution [x20i = 55.5v k3`4 - 129; L 16. 
At 29CJK Aktbar and ºub$93 found k3/k ['F20j7 . 2.4, in good aEprOM=t 
with the valwm of this wworic at 273.7'x. Tb. calculated value of ke: l at 
273.77( to 617 80 1 owl'' i -l which in sos ºt hisbsr then the value of 
230 1T )14 i-1 )btaiJt at 273.1I( from the reaction between bdrasolo mA 
nitrous acidt99* lwwSwrg in Use latter stWy the possibility that t: 2tt02+ 
vas the reactive species was n ested to be more likely. 
306 jLlva f aaýctr tc stria data fror a aeries first-orivr 
z! ° ion ke the sotIod of 1.. at-s re F 
Tbs rs aticrt b twsen bydrog+n psroacid and nitrous acid provides an 
. sample of a series rsactiat of the type# 
k2 
ti AC 
This particular t otian has the simplifying !. altre tlrt it coy be 
studied under poeado-firmt-order Conditions. Ilethods of obtaioiag values 
-44- 
of k1 oz kr for a ver3ee first-order reaction vim well ImcKe2 : iowewsý 
thoea methods we citable in the prseent oaee sine the extinction 
ooef"fioimt of the internodiate (13) is unknowns and home it is not possible 
to the oonoents+stion of B directly. To a nable the rate oonatawte 
k1# k2 and the ext im coefficient of the inter Odiate to be obtained a 
least-aquwus method of a 3yaing the spsotrocbotomst rio data was devised. 
The differential m*e stristions for the three speoiue of a series 
firut-order seoation cm be integrated to give 
23c 
1 
A/A, 
ßn 
"zp (t) 
A®- In t-ßß)1 / (-122) r 
C/A0 «1+ 1ýk2 42P (-. klt) - k1 'Ocp (-'k2t)) / (i 
who" Aom Initial oaaoentratian of At and it in a od Doono when tA'). 
nk3a optiot]. dmwity (D) of this . ozution at tim. t cptbl () is thm 
n. FAA + F0 +c cc 
c-A' Fn' PC e. z' the molar tinction ooefffoiento of Aq B and C 
raurotively. 
Tskin A0 - 10 
D .ýA.. CC) mm (4c, 0 
+ (°; " Ft; } ýý ( ý} - ý9 i- Zv (- r-2) + ýý (3.11) 
iffluizaims gaginia 
Values of c" F, cm bast be datorminst for lit. -eq 
fitting to a set of rI values of D obtain at variom times t tIwou ut the 
MUM Of the r"vtion. 1p tion (3.11) is nm-lirAmr, so iteration to 
aeon yt startiae fr= appoxImate volute of the thaw pww-s are d rived 
fro the observed tz oe. The thine nore .l squat ic*m esst 
ýýl (äD/ak1)2 L11 i (an/ 0 kl) (aD/a x2) 2 
a )/ak1)(an/ aE -, LF' ; aD/ak. 1)n 
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(6D" 
2' 
(ý/d 
w., w( /ai2)2 
-Ii. -I 
tan/aý:, ý týý irr l :: (&' )tom/ 2 
äi (ý1öFý, )`2 Vii; vi tom/ !? Ai 
Wi ie a weighting factor (unit weights are used in the analysis reported 
here). '. ite the differsnoe between the observed optioal dseoitp at tic* t, 
and that calculated using the estti ttd values of ! cl' lc2 and The 
partial derivatives required for the normal equations can be obtained 
numerically, and this iss satisfactory unless kl apMwwohes k2. To 
include this situation it is bettor to use the asst tied foi u1as tislw. 
rzrom equatioet ( 3.11) t 
ary/ I)k21, I(r. - 
e`: ) (r-1 - k2) I- . orp (-k2t) - oxn (-, kit) ; alt eon (.. kltv 
2 (ý-1 - L2) 
1«-c' ("'k2$) - m4 ('1t)] - (eA "" eC) . xp (. klt) ; (3.12) 
tan/ 2)býýý L ý: i; ý - ý; ý) I "ý t-ýt) - alp (-pit) 2 
(- k2) t qmp (. k 2t) 
ji(3.13) 
tý/aFýý) 
1ýýl2 ., 
k[ep (k 2t) - «v t-ßt11/ tkl - ý: 2) ; (3,14) 
If 1l m kZ9 all the. e eaque ime are ieaetezaiwate* and serious ijee 
of aoatu'agy will ooou' if the rate ccnatoote ave nearly equal. To avoid 
the diffimlty $ eerie. lion cep be tted. Substituting for k2 ! Tors 
R-(!: 1 « lk2)/k1 in Mgvatton 
(3.11) givees 
D-a Fc)"'ýa(-fis) + (e >- r) 4ma 
(-. k1t)lp (kag) -- i//R + Fc 
4u 
cries expanaican of ezp (k1a t), neglecting terms in 
0 
and higher given 
D. (F - rr) amp (-&lt) + (ý - ýt .) eý (-aalt) x (k1t + Rx12t2/2 + 
R22k13t3=`6,4 I'w14t4/24; . 
The partial derivatives are them 
(ate/d l)ýý 
2 
carp (-klt) (e. - F., ) [t+ Fýclt +R 
213/2 
+ i23c13t4/6 
2 
-t(ý: lt + "ki t2/2 + Iý`k23t3/6 +R cl4t4; 
'24ý =t ýaýp (-ß-1t) (3.15) 
(aD/öR)kite a (e - ýýj) exp (-kIt) (k12t2/2 + Rk13t3/3 + h2k 
4t4/8) 
1 3.16) 
(aýýae.., )klgfi exP (-klt) (xcit + 1&, 
2t2/2 
+ R2k13t3/6 + R3c14t4/24) . (3.17) 
These derivatives are rslatsd to equations (3.12) - (3.14) by the equations: 
(cD/c)cl)k2' 
ýTJ 
(ob/aki)R'eD f (öD/dR)kif 
FIt 
(1r/ 
k29 
(tb/AR)kl, 
ex; 
Caw& 
(aD/a'- 
fj)k=. g2 " 
((D/aED)k1, 
R 
wbere 
\"r`Y 
ak11k2'Fý 
° k2, /kj2 and (&Vak2)kItE ýký 
In prectice equetims (3.15) - (3.17) have boon found adequate whm 
R<0.01 and iqustiona (3.12) - (3.14) are used when it > 0.01. The normal 
questions can then be solved for bkl, bk2 and 6 which an the estimated 
shifts to k1q k2 and e,, rsspectlvwly, .. g. kl (improved) R kl (previous) + V; l. 
Analysis of am* test data gave two arte of values of klq k2 and Er 
which fitted the observations equally well. An examination of equation 
(3.11) ohms that two oolutieos will elrwqs b* poaiblo. Equation (3.11) 
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can be arrayed aa foil ewe t 
eýcp (.. 1t) 
1 P, A 
(ý-Z - kp) kI Fri + k2FC7/(k1 - k2) 
The two eciutianß c3rreopasd to an interchange of ILI and k2. 
Suppa90 ? 1' i; 2' PT and irk kZ "e are the trrc, oats of solutions, .2 
k2' "l and for D to be ma ltered, the follywing two equation must holds 
" 
sA (} - . 2) - i; leI3 + 
k2eC k2 (e - EC) 
" 
A 
(ßc2 k1) :: 2 ell " kleC k1 
(eI, ed 
Path of thane equations reduce to 
" 
ý x eA + kl k2 (3.18) 
be two solutions correspond to rapid forsation of a weakly absorbing 
intermediate, or e1-tee tO rXatio 3t a iatrong1. y absorbing intermediate. ý-f 
mt both values of e ar* the aame. 
The important corollary is that an optical danait, y which rapidly 
increases and s1 v1y declines does not necessarily i. ply a fast first and 
glow second raactioi. '? his can be illustrated IV considering an . perimeat 
involving the forwtiau and decay of peroaplnitrrus acid in acidic solution. 
Figure 15 sus the observed absorbeno®a sad those calculated 1r the least- 
square& "* reaction shoe ea was studied at 273.7: and 320 r'" 
pseudo- ftret-fuder ooi4itioos trsre used, with /iifJ held constant JW phosphate 
buffering at pii 1.57, =Z"=ý in spa sse over 1't'1ýý. Tan this 
____let 
the calculated optical density is given ty equation (3.11) sitter 
withi: l 3.76_0.02si, 
1021 -8.54 0.03 ®I end 58.3 0.1, 
or with 102k. 1 . 3.54 10.0 3 
C' 
, k2 - 3.76 10.02 Cl and Fp a 2039 _ 1. 
The quoted errors are the standard deviations. It is matbeaaticm, Iy 
bible to distinguish the correct from the incorrect solution toa 
single set of data, unless the value of bappens to be p) sioslly 
Rºesninglew e. g. far too lams or restive. The a®biguii r msy be resolved 
if the ratio k1/k2 ie varied, in which os" gf will vary according to 
squation (3.18) whilst, remmins constant. For this reaction it to 
relatively easy to vary klfx2 since both resottens are p. s do-first-. order. 
A oar . sen of G' d. aberoot moetäaa data 
of a sorim i'3. xw es x loon, to livne 
cola"W vsitg 'b )AMON%"GTALTw pieps hw* 
doeort i i* ti 3-60 
The reso6im is ibs fm tsa * and &mW of 
pýaroor, nitrwaa sold M 320 am mod 
p-x. 57 (ie* bar. ') 
ý`. ý 2737v 
InItU l , 
[I %"3s IC3 aol 171 
%02rl - 0.15 r1 14 
Caws w raxtt MCI to a1 *NUVAt S. 
Tho owtimom lbw 1m calcoUA" irr the 3 . t- 
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A further not of data, obtained at p1 2.26 under otherwise identical 
oondit ions, showed that the true value of is 58.3. In this ease, 
therefore, the first stage of the reaction is faster. 
Where reaetirms are not f©ll7ded ender pseudo-first-order oondition. g 
the ratio k1/1c2 way be varied by changing the temperstux et provided that 
the two staged of the reaction do not have identical activation energies. 
however this approach also requires that does not vary substantially 
with temperature. 
Convertenoe 
As initial estimates of k19 k2 and ez, suet not be too far from the 
correct values or the least, -equaree refinement may oscillate rather then 
converge. In particular if kI and k2 are nearly equal, the calculated. 
shifts may be euch that the rate constants are interchanged# arMd oscillation 
between the two solutions occurs. In this situation, dampening of the 
shifts me be necessary, and good data are required if convergence is to be 
achieved. 
After convey eeiae* the errors in hl, k2 and e, ow be estimated as 
follow. If the 3x3 matrix with oosfficients aij on the left-Aund aide 
of the normal equations is inverted to give the inverse matrix with co- 
sfficients bi3, than the standard deviation Rj of variable j in given bpr 
sff.. Ltd 
2! / 
1eß. 
An inoreaae in 1 by more frequent sampling of a continuously recorded 
curve will produoe a decrease in the calculated standard deviation*,, but 
this may not be gamine since adjacent observations may osase to be 
independent. This problu can be Qvercose try a non-linear weight matrix 
as in . ieatreh diffraction studiea1O7, but this is probably smeceesary 
in kinetic work. The calculated standard deviations mays howevers be 
underestimated with data taken from a continuous curve. 
In many experiments the sx&ct zero ti: ao-i for data is difficult to 
'(': -' c 
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limited by the rather imprecise d, ad-ti, w of the ap *x tsr. Im this 
sitrmtiom a zero time correction may be e. Marj. This is readily 
obtained '6W comparing the observed asd oslaulat. d optical dowitift or the 
find few obNrvvat iea. after c oles of l wtýgviar. t itt iai maue girren 
appacimate values of tha maknowa pazamrtass. If 04106 606879 Us osssrotsd 
time say then be used to gate ie+awrd wlws of k19 lc2 sad "B9 sad 
the whole proves repeated until osaverpowe in obtained* 
The praosdurss described is this sooti. e are implemented is the Al l 
oemputor p? olrom t, as an Elliott 41) oemppatar. A listing of this 
yrogrsm is given in the Apppendix. 
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tee In the following, bipy, phen and terpy will be used as abbreviations 
for 2,2'-bipyridyl, 1,1Cy-phenant reline and 2,2, '2''-terpyridyl* 
respectively. 
Q. 1. Introduction 
In Chapter 1a general outline of the kinetics of metal oomplex formation 
of the divalent metal ions of the first transition series was given. 
Despite the proliferation of the rapid-reaction techniques, several of the 
metal ions of this series remain relatively unstudied. Due to their high 
lability, data on the Mn(II), Cr(II), Cu(II) and in(II) ions, in particular, 
are sparee. The high rates of reaction of the Cu(II) and Cr(II) tone 
have been ascribed to Jahn-Teller distortion'0. The Zn(It) wA Mn(II) ions 
are expected to be very labile, for d10 and high spin d5 ions lack any 
Ligand Field Stsbilivation Dner&y. 
Kinetic studies of ; n(II) formation reactions *y also be expected to 
be complicated by the low stability of these complexes. The Irving-Williams 
stability order predicts an increase in complex stability in the sequence 
Mn(II) < FS(II) < Co(II) < ,i (11) < Cu(II) > 7zi(II). As fast reactions 
require the use of low concentrations to give a measurable rate, it may 
be impossible to arrange the experimental conditions to ensure significant 
complex formation, and hence a detectable optical changge. With a labile 
metal ion whose complexes have low stabilities, it may also be expected 
that the dissociation rate will be appreciable. The dissociation rate 
will, therefore, contribute to the observed formation rate constant, adding 
to the difficulty of obtaining the true formation rate constant. Thus, 
for the following reaction, (M2 is a metal ion, and La ligand) e 
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Vr12+ fL- 14-L2+ 
kd 
the pseudo-first-order rate constant (kebs), with metal ion in excess, is 
given IV 
28d 
2 
kam kf ýttý`j ,- ka (4.1) 
This sort of problem is shown bfr the data of Wilkins et In aqueous 
solution, they were able to measure10s the sate oonetant and corresponding 
activation parameters for the for ation of the ihn(terpy)2+ ion, whose 
stability conntant in fairly large. Howerver, with l, l! D-phsnanthroline as 
the li t, which forms ae plea of lower stability, only a single rate 
lo 9 
constant at lowered temperature was obtainable. The 2,2'-bipyridyl 
conplex of the Mn(11) ion we too unstable at the 1m reactant oonoentretions 
necessary to enable the formation rats to be mea uredl`09. The Mn(II) ion 
reacting with 2,29-bipyridyl and 1,1O-ºphenanthroline wag therefore, considered 
a suitable system for investigation with the low temperature stopped-flow 
apparatus. urge concentrations of metal ion can be used to force the 
reaction to completion, and low temperatures used to offset the increase in 
rate. 
The heterocyolia wines 2,21-bipyridyl, 2,2' , 2" "-terpyridyl and 
1'1r)-phanwntbroline gave been extensively used as ligwAs in kinetic 
studieeloa"9. 'T'heir properties are particularly suitable for kinetic 
investi ati*na with labile metal ions. In aqueous solution, at least, their 
metal ooipleszts have been thoroughly a mind this gnaaicallyll3 so that 
the nature and concentration of the species present are well characterised. 
The ligands have absorption bends in the near-ultraviolet region, 
guffioiently well separated from those of their metal complexes. The 
extinction coefficients are large, which enables dilute solutions to be used, 
and their chelating nature lids to relatively high stability, so that with 
most metal ions even l iv o noentrations of metal ion and ligand lead to 
complete complex formation. The three liganda are weekly basic, thug, 
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studies in the neutral or weedy acid re#Cion avoid interference and 
difficulties in int©rpretatiaei arising fron the presence of porotoonted species. 
The cnnfir^. u iti'r.: s of the three 1i ndc ir. ct, Iutirm .rc : 3hxr. i Tv! -TT. 
oNo000 ONNNN 
No 
In aprotic solvente 2 92 "-bipprridyl (I) and 2,2 " 92"-terpyridyl (II) 
erst in ßolutian in tMSs and Ilggg-Irmag-planar oocfiguratione, 
reapectively111. The 1910-phenanthroline molecule (III) ic, of course, 
rigidly held in a £-planar oaafißuz'atioo. 
For this work, methanol was ohooen as solvent. The metal amte are 
freely soluble in it, and the freezing point and vi®oosity of motbarwl were 
suitable in the temperature range expected to be required. i, orsEYver t2. 
metimno1 emaiCe rate at the 1'n(II) im how been rsported112, and this is 
an important requirement in understanding the kinetics of fozmtiaa. 
In addition to tose of the 2g2'-bipyridyl and 1,10-pbeoanthroline 
complexes, the kinetic* of foatiao of the b1n(teM)24 ion in anhydrous 
methanol were also imreetigated for compariean with the aqueous wo34c 
108 
0 
4.2. T ri-M-MU1 
krat A. R. grade motheaol v» dried 13v retluzing over ma&u«Jum 
turnings and distilled113. The yam Staat was estimated bpº Karl Fischer 
titration and found to be < 0.01; `l weight. 
tja any perchlorsto was prepared fron electrolytic Cnkdo magm 
metal (Hopkin and Williams) and A. R. perohlorio acid. T1m salt was re. 
osYOta1lifed frai inter several tins to r ro smosa soid. Tb. 
salt W" obtained V beating at 353-373K and O. lma fig over P2o5 for irre 
X1120 K r1 Pi Cher titZILtico of Stock WFUMBolic volutions showed the 
dried aalt a©atainod 1; ' tpr Weight of rater. At the o ito ntratiaos of metal 
Lon used in the kinetic sues, the water content wes at most 0.02' tr weight. 
- 
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Stoc solutioaa of man¬anew perchlorate were estimated for manganeac(II) 
ion try E. D. T. A, titr®rtionll4. 
Sodium peroblorate (Analar, Ioskin and Williams) was dried at 393K for 
one week. Karl Fi®ahar titration of ca. 2 mol 171 oolutions in methanol 
showed the aster content to be the sane as the solvent. The stock solution 
was standardised l evaporation of aliquots at 393K und weighing of the 'A0104 
residue, 
biatlýolic solutions of perchloric acid were prepared Jy &dding cam. 5 Ml 
of 721' perohloria acid to c 300 ml of methanol. An attempt was made to 
dry this solution ökr rofluxingI and passing the a®odowaed vapour through a 
bed of molecular sieves, before returning it to the oolution115. Iar1 
Fischer titration revealed a water c tent of O. Uryr 1W weight. 
)Sercuric Chloride and silver perohlorate ware both A. ß, grade materials. 
They were dried in the same wqr as manganese perohloz te. #ietnsnolio 
solutions of mercuric peroblorate were prepared IV the addition to metbonol 
of aoourately weighed a®oonts of merovrio chloride and silver perohlorste 
in stoioheiametrio ssKints. Silver chloride was removed tV filtration, and 
the mozourio perohloiste solution was obecked to emsare it was free of both 
silver and chloride ions. 
2,2'-BiWridl (B. D. Fn. ) satt 1,10-p s ttirolin iaaa*rdrnte (nopicin and 
willisme) were both A. R. grade and were used without ftn'ther purification. 
2029 r2"-11erpyridyrl 
(Popkin and Williams) was recwjutallummi from water/ 
methanol solution and sublimed JA. IMM 353g. The white sublimate had 
mop. 359.5K (lit. 395"5K)108 . 
All stock solutions were made up, and all dilutions were performed, in 
" dry boot vender an atmosDbere of nitroemu. Volumetric flanks w. ro sealed 
iiy Neale". Sowles mme withdrwn IV h podercio rigs under an 
atmospbre of dry nitraýen and injected into the reservoirs of the low 
temperature stopped-flow appomtus. The reesmire were also kept tsider 
dry nitre,. To avoid oaataminoti©a of the terW solution owned by tit 
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ligand leaching metal ions from volumetric flasks, the flasks were pire- 
rinsed with a strong solution of E. D. T. A. A new solution of terpy was 
made immediately prior to the experiments. 
Additions of sodium perchlorate were made from burettes, the taps of 
which were encased in a glove box flushed with dry nitrogen. The tops of 
the burettes were protected IV silica-gel guard tubes. 
Spectra to determine observation wavelengths were run on a Cary 14 
spectrophotameter. 
4.3. Kinetics 
The low temperature stopped-flow apparatus wan eapl-iyed to study the 
kinetics of the reactions. All formation russ were performed under pseudo- 
first-order conditions with the metal ion in large excess over the lige d. 
Metal ion concentrations were in the range 1.073 to 5x lÖ 
2 
mol 1-1 and 
licand concentrations in the range 1-5x 10 
5 
mol 171- The formation 
reactions of the mono-oomplexies of bipy and phen were followed at 300 nm, 
and the reaction of the Mn(I1) ion with terpy at 290 nm. Preliminary 
experiments on the reaction between the Mn(II) ion and bipy were performed 
without any ionic strength control. The order of the formation process with 
respect to the metal ion deviated from unity at the higher metal ion 
concentrations used. As this may have been due to the large metal ion 
concentrations employed, and hence varying ionic strength, all kinetic runs 
to establish the formation and dissociation rate constants were carried out 
at an ionic strength of 0.2 (NaC104). 
The dissociation rate constants of the 2in(bipy)2+ complex were obtained 
by decomposing it with both perchloric acid and mercuric ion. The perchloric 
acid induced dissociation of the A3n(phen)2+ complex was also studied. The 
Mn(II) complex solutions were made ley mixing a large excess of the metal ion 
with ligand. The ems were performed under pseudo-first-order conditions 
with acid or more io ion in large excess over the ligand. The acid 
dissociation of the Mn(bipW) 
2+ ion was followed at 310 um and that of the 
11n(p )2+ion at 315 nm. 
The mercuric ion induced dissociation of the 
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P', n(bipy)2 in was mmitored at 315 nun. 
4+4, Rasa B 
a) L)Um ,, m r® . 
tim 
GG*od fir t-"ordor p]. ti, extending over at lit three half-lives were 
obtained in all cases. While stability oonetants for these syutere are 
knom in aqueous volution 
11 
no data are available for methanol solution. 
: towever, With such largo awese of metal ion over ligand (up toi 
311) it 
is atßumed that the kinetic data refer to ? -r'nstion of the mono-ooeplexes. 
The oonoentrstion depetx1moe with respect to metal ion was studied. Tits 
observed peoudo-first-order rate constants are listed in Table 4 (IIn(II) + 
teM) 9 Table 5 
(14n(II) + phew) and. Table 6 ()Sn(II) + bipy )' and shom 
plotted against metal ion concentration in Figure 16 (k! n(II) + terw), 
Figure 17 (ft(II) + phew) and Figure 13 (31n(II) + bipy). Reference to 
these three fies ¬shAmrs that they metal ion oonoentration dependence is 
somewhat different for the roeºotion with each limed. Tb. reaction between 
ft (U) and terry is firet-order, in metal ion. A plot of observed rate 
constant einst Mn(II) concentration for the reaction with bippr in also 
linear, but doss not pis through the origin. The variation of kabs with 
nn(H) onoentration for the re&itton with phen is more oomplex. At 1-m 
metal ion oonaentrattons the plot in linear and giess an intercept, but at 
her metal im ooaoentrationa the plot ourvee upwards. However, the 
rates at higher Mn(II) oonoentratione am very large in this ousel and the 
errors involved make it difficult to decide whether or not the curvature in 
significant. The rate constants and activation parameters for the formation 
of the Vu(p, ) 
2+ 100 ere derived iW oonaidering all }: o10 values. Aaaly. ee 
of all the data ihr the method of least-oquaz'es (computer progrm LSAD, 
Appendix) eve elopes with a maxima standard deviation of . The effect 
upon the activation e 1tbalW bey oonsidsriz only the runs at metal ion 
concentrations below c%. 0.03 riol 171 Mn(II), when the plots are more liner, 
is only 0.8 kosl raol 
1. 
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TADLT: 
rar Met a tho : sz II i vil-th 
r rr 
-tq un rast o 
I-0.2 ('iaC1I) 4) 
[terwj a. Ix 1e mol 1+1 
112 2+/ /mal 171 ka a-1 
273.7 0,67: t ). 31 
1.01 7.44 + O. 1 
2.02 13.9 + 0.3 
rr 3.04 21.2 + 0.5 
262.4 1.01 2.78 + 0.07 
3.04 7.56 + 0.13 
5.05 13.8 + 0.2 
251.5 0.101 0.072 + 0.001 
1.01 0.819 + 0.014 
3.04 2.39 + 0.09 
5.05 3.99 + 0.03 
for rowtion of the 
ttllý r With 2g2*, v2w,.,, QrjWrUýVj 
x ;= mattamol 
4 
273ý, 7K 
0 -, 2'62, « 
V at 2'52. 
20 
15 
ko bs 
/S7 1 
10 
5 
0 
1 02 
[Mn 2 +' 
molI -i 
1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 
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0 
Ia0.2 (NaC104) [phebj7. ca. 5x 105 mol 171 
T/{, 102/ n2+Jf nol 1I k1 
251.8 0.10 3.47 + 0.05 
0.50 11.9 ± 0.4 
0.99 21.7 + 0.3 
1.53 32.5 + 0.1 
2.44 58.9 + 0.7 
3.51 95.7 + 1.5 
239.3 0.125 1.24 + 0.02 
1.22 8.88 ± 0.27 
3.01 23.5 + 0.8 
M 5.00 47.3 + 1.0 
226.9 0.10 0.299 + 0.009 
1.53 2.05 + 0.03 
w 3.51 6.23 + 0.17 
4.96 11.7 + 0.2 
FMML 17 
) inotic data f ý)r the r wti m of the 
i aeee(II) im with 1,1O-phen"throline 
in as ydr. us methanol. 
(1o4) 
 t 251. "K 
A 39. ßK 
" x;. 91' 
100 
80 
60 
k 
obs S' 
40 
20 
0 
1 02 
[Mfl2+l /mol 
1-1 
1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 
58 - 
0 
TABLE 6 
rued is aooi to for t react ion of tin 11 ion 
with 22b ipXi. &1 in an hwdrouo methanol 
I. 0.2 (NaC104) [öipy] M. 1x 1075 mol 171 
TýK 102/; dn2f]/mo1 171 o 
/e 
251.8 0.10 2.72 + 0.03 
it 0.50 4.39 + 0.10 
to 0.99 G. 47 + 0.27 
," 1.53 9.29 + 0.29 
2.44 12.4 ± 0.3 
n 3.51 15.6 + 0.3 
 4.96 22.1 + 0.1 
239.8 0.125 0.624 ± 0.012 
1.22 2.13 + 0.01 
3.01 4.16 + 0.12 
5.00 6.17 + 0.08 
226.9 0.10 0.21 + 0.01 
1.53 0.67 + 0.02 
n 3.51 1.14 + 0.01 
4.96 1.53 + 0.01 
MI'M la 
K io 
data 
for the a. 
a. Vttm of 
(It) i with 2,, 2' -btg z'i4the º1 
intýE: lä. 0ýM41r 
.( 2o4) 
24 
20 
16 
obs/s 
1 
12 
8 
4 
0 
2[Mn2j/moi 10 I-ý 
1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 
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The activation enthalpies of the three formation reactions am collected 
in Table ". 
The effect of ionic strength (adjusted with sodium perchlorate), upon the 
reaction of the Mn(II) ion and phon at 251.8K is shown in Table 9(a). The 
rate decreases tV a factor of about three over the range studied# (I b 0.03 to 
0.4). The retardation in particularly marked in the region I-0-0.2. 
This behaviour is in contrast to that observed for similar reactions in 
aqueous solution, which are roported108 to be ionic strength independent, 
&na also to the work of Pearson and Ellgen , who fowzd the rate constant 
for the formation of the '. i(bipy)2+ ion in methanol solution to increase 
by 4' with a change of ionic strength from 0.06-0.2. With such few data 
it is difficult to attribute this to any out cause. It could possibly be 
due to a combination of medium effects, ion pair formation between the Hn 
2; 
and ("104 inne, and inner-sphere perchlorate complexes, 
b) Dissociation reactions 
At the lowest concentration of )n(II) ion used in the study of the 
acid dissociation of the Mn(bipy)22 complex, two stages were observed. An 
initial fast reaction was followed by a much larger trenemiesion change of 
slower rate. The faster stage in assignable to the bis species as they 
Usually dissociate More rapidly than mono-oorplexee3b. The second stage 
was first-order and gave a linear rate plot for several half-lives. This 
interpretation is supported by the observation of only one reaction at the 
higher metal ion $ limed ratio, and this rate constant agreed reasonably 
with that of the second stage of the two stags reaction. The rate constants 
were independent of the acid concentration. Only one reaction use observed 
for acid dissociation of the ! n(phea)2+ complex at both metal ion canoes- 
trations used. ; he acid induced dissociation rate constants are listed in 
Table 7 and activation parameters in Table 8. 
The reaction between mercuric ion and bi: pr was shown to be too fast for 
flow methods in the temperature range used to effect the dissociation of the 
bipdº complex. The mercuric ion induced rate constants were independent of the 
274.2 1.07 1.25 6.36 0.01s 
9.7 5"a 5.00 0. W, 
1.07 5.8 5.96 ; 0. o? 
262.9 9.7 5.8 1.54 ; 0.02 
Do ti t1t i 19A Iv ad 
5.2x1075nºo1 19 10.2 (13x0104) 
^%K 103/ 7/r of jo4 10ý`/Et j/moi 171 '-- 
287.7 9.7 5.8 5.80 ý. O 
274.2 1.07 12.5 1.77 0,02 
1.07 5.8 1. E 
,$0.03 
9.7 5.8 1.82 0.02 
262.9 9.? 5.8 0.58; L ß. a2 
D cation t a- ý' - ußß 
2ý+ 
aJ9.8 a lU =1 l-2, bt y/ 2x 10`"5 M, 11I I r. 0.2 (.. $0104) 
/K 10311-. 82{1/mot f'' r 
289.9 10.0 11.3 + a. 1 . No 
2.00 11.6 ' 0.1 
a Pat* oa. *tant derived fftm aeoond stop of atm stage reaction. 
-til- 
VIA 
A&MM at on A Ill 
? roo:..; 1 t: 3+E' o1 tw i 
'ý i! zttý+ ctTit LZc 2'-b VrU 
ler:. vod e tahi1 
cart: ' _: ti . _. "'. zý,: 
i: ia: -: 1 .,,, 
u 
_v. ý' 
('at l' 1 
b 5.3 a 103 1.71 04 3.1: 144 
f° 12. + 1. C ''e 0... . 01 
10.4 + 0.4 
)f 4 
e 37 14 
fl% 
oI c 13.4; 0.5 13.5: G. 3 
d 
L 
11.7g 
ev 
:0 xl 2.9C 3.8 
a eacti%polated from data at icwer t«mrpe* tur s 
b units of 1 me171 171 
of ': cal uo14 iý C Im 0 
d units of oat n, 111 ! ý1 
e sate ocsnetsats for dissociation ir4uoed tq psrohloric acids 
units of i1 
f tame constant for dissociation induced IW msraurio ion, units 
of ä3 
at 289.9v 
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IA S. -! 9 (a) 
1. lo-phenanthroline iz ADhvdrous aaetisaa41 at 251.8K 
/M-R2+/ . 1.01 x 10`2 rme, 2 11" 
[phe 5.0 x IO~5 mal 1'ý2 
T Av s-1 ký. /a+ 
0.03 45.0 ± 0.8 43.4 
0.20 25.3 _ 0.6 23.? 
0.30 19.8 + 0.6 18.2 
0.40 15.9 1 0.1 14.3 
kf micu18ted tV subtract i©a of the interoept " (1-59i-'), 
of the hvý versus [ý"ý2+ 7 plots (Figure 17), frm kobo 
of the -(2,2'-bi, aidy1) (I1) @Ad ai=o-(x, 10- =tbroljae)i. ý. __ 
omstants extzu olated to 251. % 
Ligand Intercept/i-1 kk=. 
.......... 
bipy 2.77 + 0.16 0.49 
Ohm 1.59 1 0.14 
b o. 18 
b intorwpt obtained from the linear portioa of the kobs vorons 
t2f, 7 plot below %- 1.5 z 10"2 mol 171 iM2+ (Figure 17) 
t 
mercuric ion concentration. These rate constants are tabulated in Table 7. 
4.5. D_ 
oraation motions 
afore discussing possible meehsnisme of the formation roactiona, it 
is necessary to consider the effect upon the kinetics of the traces of i ter 
pi sent. The highest oonoentration of water in any of the solutions is 
about '). a2% by weight, which corresponds to a molarity of M. 9x ltd nol 1-1. 
The c»lar ratio of water to metal ion is highest (_%- 5: 1) at the lowest 
metal ion oonoentration used. This ratio decreases to 1: 4 at the highest 
metal ion oonoentration. Water is known to be strongly preferred to alcohols 
in the inner co-ordinaticnº sphere of transition metal ions, to the extent 
that some water molecules remain oo-ordinated until essentially all bulk 
water content has been eliminatedl1E' 
/. 
Recent solvent excl ge118 and 
complex formation studies79 of the Ni(II) and Co(II) ions in rater/methanol 
mixtures', show that the mied solvated opeaies are more labile than the 
fully nethenolated ions. There are, however, no equivalent data on the 
! n(II) ion available. Inspection of the data of Pearson and EllgenT4, 
1Kac? tellar and Rorabacher79 and 'Pennetio and Caldinl19 sham that only at 
water concentrations far higher than thaaa u. ed in this work sloes the water 
bay. a signifiaaat effect upon the formation rate constant.. Luz and 
Meibow 
118e 
were able to estimats the stability constants for the 5s1 and 
4*2 met snol: water species of the Co(II) iop in methanol, and also the rate 
of methanol exchange of these mined solvated ions. If similar stability 
constants, and labilities relative to the fully metbanolated ion are 
applicable to the ft(II) ion in methanol, then calculations show that even 
at the hi~2mst water to metal ice ratio, the concentration of the mixed 
solvate species Will be extremely email, and its contribution to the 
kinetics negligible. 
Ebrtrapo1ation to 298.11C of the eeoond.. ordsr formation rate oonstsnte 
of the Ihre. oompLexes . tidied, gives the values shown in Table 8. 
Compsrismn of those rate constants to the second-order rate constant for 
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folvmt axaYang* 
112 (2-3 x 105 1 n31-le 
1) 
at the sun teanpsrsture, 
that all three ligands react at a rate that is somewhat love than that of 
solvent exchange. This behaviour in similar to the pattern observed for 
reactions of this type in aqueous solution, and is suggestive of the 
dissociative process comely accepted to apply in aqueous solution. 's'he 
order of increasing rate oonatants, phen > bipy > terj y, in the carne as 
that oonsiatently obtained in aqueous solution with a number of metal ions. 
33 
I analog with similar formation reactions in aqueous solution, an 
attempt could be made to interpret the data in terms of the outer-sphere 
oomplax scheme outlined in chapter 1. A value of K0 oould be calculated 
from equation (1.2) with the exponential term not to unity71. Alternatively, 
and possibly more realistically in view of the uncertainty in calculating K© 
values for large neutral multideetate ligende4?, an "experimental" Ka value 
could be derived from the identity Ko " kf/k0 from a similar reaction in 
aqueous solution. This value could be doubled to allow for the increased 
sire of the methanolated ion over the aquo ion79. Equally, as there is no 
direct evidence for outer-sphere association with neutral liganda, the 
variation in rate constants of the three ligsnds studied could plausibly 
be explained by postulating aD mechanism involving no outer-sphere complexes, 
and which is showing some discrimination between the three lipads. 
However, closer comparison with either of the above meabanisms is 
ums<rranted when the activation enthalpies of solvent exch ell2 (6.8 
kcal moll) and complex formation (Table 8) are considered. In aqueous 
solution, the enthalpies of activation of formation are usually very 
similar to that for water exchange at the metal ion. As can be seen from 
Table 8, the activation enthalpies ( Ai? f*) of the complex formations 
studied in this work are considerably greater than that (o tia*) of 
methanol exchange M. the Mn(It) ion. The difference cannot be accounted 
for ipr outer-sphere association. 'I'ke enthalpy of formation of an outer- 
sphere complex with a neutral ligand will be very small77. Thus, although 
the formation rate constants are expected to be close to the solvent 
,. 65- 
exchange rate constant at 298.110, at the temperatures at which the forraatt;. 
kinetics were meaeinred, they are much loss than the solvent exchange rote 
than the outer-sphere scheme or aD mechanism would predict. 
The large activation enthalpies suggest that there is an additional 
energy barrier besides that associated with solvent lass. A possible 
explanation could be same form of eteric effect. RorabecMr and v: eoKe11ar79 
have suggested that the formation of the mono-(2j2 bipyrieiyl)f i(II) ion 
in methanol/water mixturea may involve a eteric effect and/or a rate 
determining ring closure. . 
For the bipy complex, if a rate determining 
ring aloeure were applicable bore, then the enthalpy diagram shown in 
H acre 19(a) would apply. ( 11 6ý 
to the enthalpy of activation for the 
formation of the first 'bond, including any email amount due to outer-sphere 
aaoxiation, and is taken as the enthaiW of activation of solvent exohan e, 
and A11, 
* is the overall enthalpy of activation for the formation reaction). 11 2 
In the introduction to this chapter, it was motioned that bipy and 
terpy exist in solution in t ra and tZaa-Srom oonfigurations, respectively. 
It is reasonable to aswtne that these ligands approach the metal ion in 
this configuration and that the firnt metal-ligmad bond in formed before 
rotation of the reýaeýining rings into the cj position. A. the methanol 
molecules in the inner-sphere of the petal ion are larger than water 
soleculee, they could conceivably offer some barrier to the rotation of the 
remaining pyridine rings required to complete chelate formation. 
Irlie formation of the term- complex could possibly involve steric 
hindrance in both the eeo od and third bond formations. The activation 
entbalpies of the bipy and tergy complexes are, however, very similar. A 
possible entba1 profile for the terpr oomplez formation is shown in Figure 
19(b). The unidentste and bidantate intermediates would approximate to 
the mang-Wridyl and mmo-bi 'q complexes of mit (I I) . The entba1j of 
formation of the bipW complex is expected to be greater than that of the 
WrL&yi cmVlsm ( fL 921 > JA 111!, Fig. 19(b)) . If steric effects are involved 
in the second and third meta1.1igand bond formation, tbm the activation 
gm al im Co-wdäna3 + Profil* for 
adwr E fAm mit ice of a natal inn to a 
bidtat. 19gmd Wm rt olow" is t rat. 
dir emiat#ng MOP. 
(CU MM emitted, i.. x. *a bidextsts li td) . 
EUM 120) 
PowtMe n wlim no adimts pr+oft . 
fast $be awtL * 1lit2+f twW ---w ym(*MW)2+ in 
"Ib"O2 seltne* 
(Cimign mItW* to-1L : 2,2''2" arnmi l) 
Figure 19 (a) 
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enthalpies (o I' , Fig. 19 (b)) for these two steps would be very similar. 
If this is the mass it can be seen from Figure 19 (b) that the formation of 
the second metal-ligand bond determines the overall activation enthelw 
{A Hf'I } of the formation react ion. Moreover, as the ent} a1 ' barrier is 
possibly due to rotation of a Wridyl residue and this process 15 awn to 
both the formation of bipnº and terpy oplez. e, this oould saooiuºt for the 
similarity of the activation sntbalpiee for these two 2igiode. 
In a later section of this cºpter, additional evidence that rin 
clown* may be rate determining for the bipy oomplex will be presented fromm 
emaiderfttien of the diwoaistien rate constants. 
Iiarever, the paetulate of rate deteraining rigg olooure does not readily 
explain wby the activation antha1Bpr for the formt ton of the ph nm complex 
is so large. ", 'he diff resae between the activation ent)mlptss of the ph en 
and bipty a plezea is only 1.3 kcal cool^l, and is similar to the difference 
between the activation enthalpies of the bipy and terw complexes. An pen 
is a rigid molecule, once first bond formation has occured, the second 
nitrogen atom is expected to be in a favourable position to complete chelate 
formation. There iss however, no positive evidence which precludes the 
formation of a species which involves the liga d bent back from the metal 
ion with a strained bond to the one co-ordinating nitrogen120. Rally, 
though, the high activation enthalpy of the AM reaction miete the 
possibility that the formation of the first bond could be eterioally 
hindered. This could arise because the rigidity of the phen molecule places 
both of the nitrogen containing sides of the heterocyclic rings in the 
vicinity of the metal ion. ' "nlike bipy and ter%Wt phen cannot twist one 
heterocyclic ring perpendicular to the other which might aid penetration of 
one nitrogen atom to form the first bond. 
Pos a pries of complex Popnation reaction in son-aquuous solvents, 
motto and Caldin report&`D large variations between the activation 
enthalpies of formation and the respeotive s©lvmt s=bange. Aaoordini to 
their hrpoth5sis82 ' for a given complex formation reaction, there should be 
w 
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s linear relationship bet en the quantity ooi: 
ý (_. o iif -A 11 ex*) and 
the eatlalppr of vaporisation of the solvent (A : limp The intercept of 
euoh a plot at ooiiý _ 0, should oorrsspond to the heat of vapori. atioa 
of the ligand as a liquid. When the results of this work are placed upon 
euch a pl >t the agree t with the data already presented82 is not good. 
The correlation of the quantities L 0Fra and AH OVUP 
in believed 
82 
to 
&rise from the effect of the in oiaing liind upon the solvent structure. 
In this work, however, the lam amount of oodiun perchl3ret" used to oontrol 
the ionic strength ms alaa modify this solvsat structure, 3ma11 catioi e 
such as nsf are known to increase the dgree of order of a solvent. Thus, 
the espsrimeatsl oonditions used here may invalidates comparison with the 
'82 . work of Damotto and Csldin8 
Digooigims raaoti©ne 
The intercepts that oocmurerl = the k: 
2+ 
obs varave 
[J plate for the 
formation of the . o-bipy and mono-pbon oomplezoe (Figuroo 17 and 18) oGuld 
ceeoetvably have been equated to the neutral dissociation rate constants 
(kd in equatten (4.1)). However, the independent measurement of the 
dissociation rate constants, induced xW both serouric ion and perchl: )rio 
acid (Table, 7) elms this not to be so., : iotably, the acid dissociation 
sate cautents, when extrapolated to 251.8K, are considerably smaller than 
the intercepts (Table 9 (b)). Although eons error must be involved in 
such a large extrapolation, the difference between the intercepts and the 
acid dissociation rate constants is still significant. For a flexible 
bidentate li sad, such an bipy, acid catalysis of dissociation is well 
rMaA 3b. The reaction *ohm* belisrid to apply is +nb local (ooittitg 
cis sad ors.. ordinated solvent aalseulss). 
k2 ý-1 
i 
X-111- -jf 
iriati 
LrX"IJe71LN-1, -471U- and k_ 3 k_ 
(4.2) 
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Applyin the steadr-state approadmatioi to the part?. Y diamwistod opraiet 
the first-. ord. r diesoaiat io tote c instant iss 
o 
r_ ' 
-I 
+ ; 2i: , 
'(4.3) 
b: l+i. 2+ K1 3! ý3+J 
Ww tns aoaditimm um d iwr. (Taut 7) the wies a roto oas t. nt. 
ar iýd rt of laid C0ftoQUfzMta , Mhioh impli. a K1k i+] %b k. + mal) 
and " 'f-' 1 
(' ks) " 
;y am1ow wi it Wilkiao' wk äaisl'O9 for the diaraoiation of some 
metal oomplexse 11W other mortal iansl the merouriv ion indvoed rate oanatent 
tos be egt* ted to the rate aonetsnt unties neutral oondit ions, i. e. [i1r 09 
and ka (k:, 2º.. 1)/(t2 +k1), 
(" ka). Hsmbs the acid di, aociatiooa rate obs 
c4a1ttmt will sl ayºe in gnsi. r t hm or equal to the rots oom teat under 
The diMociºatit*e er Diaaa Ocap3 mm. s ax's »t acid cnta1yNd3b. his 
is bolis ed to be due to the rigidity . sf the pbe: i molecule, which pr*v to 
p, ottsttion of the mid. nta4. inýsýsýdiats. The sste constants listed in 
Table 7 for the pig complexes swe tba+stars expected to be the some as 
those under sontsul conditions. 
Hea i for both the ph= and bippº oa. piemog the iat obm awed in 
the s lez formation vA. ise amoort be dew to the neutral dissociaition 
rate. Similar fuiom]ained looms intercepts woes obtainsd° during vtu . ior 
on the torrnettian et te Isi(bi 
2+ 1 in eostanitrilt sod sostaas, end the py) an 
ii(tazr)2+ ion in aeotmaitrits. A possibility that the intsrv e reifer 
to the diamociatiea Of a mºidWettsta intamrdist", with rate ooaatant kß 
(equatiat (4.2)) am be raj. ated as not compatible with the ob waved Yiostia 
onwr st *be for tiara r ettons. It iss bwAv~v intmrwting that the 
gig* oftb* intercepts! UM >p>Up z%U. 1. the oovpUac stability. 
With bidsitat. 14g ' 'r ubwe aoid aatlyais ooovso, the =%i© of f 
said (k5) to snit (; u) die oaiatisa rats oasstsnts is ka/Ica (k2 + kkt)/k.. l. 
Far the biW o º1ac the im tal value of this ratio in 1.73 at 289.91, 
aid k2/k 3-0.73. Fro srtian (1.7) it ow be *eon that thu in Vie 
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omditic for the rin of stop to contribute to the rato constant 
for oo plac formation. This ratio of k2/1s+1 oaa be oompored to tho 
est im ted47 values of k,, /k a In aqueous solution of 20,75 and 1.3 for the 
m(an) 2+ v Ni(biy)24 and ualonato'ti(11) ion., respectively. In the first 
two ca$eD nora1 subetitution is believed to apply and in the formatiea 
the latter ooplox two etepr oorreapand. ing to unide ntste formation and 
ring al_: ) r. have been directly abemesved70. 
The effect of the ring olrrure rats upon the formt ion rate constant, 
. t, of the Mm(bipy)2 ion o be put cm a quantitative basis. if, at 
"19.9v. Y! -. 1 0.73, then frm statten 
(1-7)o the value of kf is reduced 
IV a "aoior of 1/2.37 in aamptrimm to the product 1(0k1. Isar, near red 
temperaturo the eftcat of the rive 01 veurs step is wwal. It foil me 
tract the first metal-li, pwd bond far atton is norýs1. 
Unforttnately# in the as" of the pbsn co 1 z, it is not passible to 
estimate l2%1 in this mw, and no confident ttatmmt as to wbethsr 
ring of reuse 3s imolvvd can be made. 
Fran the fo a Lion and dissociation rate a stants vendor neutral 
o ! ltioone* tie kinetic equilltvium oou ts. K1 («kjjkd) am In calculated 
for the Mn(bippt)2+ and tbn(Ai )24 ions in mwuw ml. H w. u, in vita of 
sztrspolati involved thy can only be r z'dod as appmximsta. The 
values =% tabulated in 'Pablo 9 sad ocwpaswsd to the aqueous values belt w. 
biyq 2.9c 2.6 
a at I. 0.2 (, Wlo4) 
b from rot. 110 
a at 289.9 
The values of K1 in r. tMnol an r. exkably Mmilmr to t re is + wmw 
so lut ign. In agtir*om solut i, beºc sue of the o stancry of kf values for 
-J 
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iigande of the same charge, the stability constant is largely determined 
by the dissociation rate constant. In contrast, in methanol solution the 
phen and bipy complex formation rates differ by a greater factor than the 
neutral dissociation rates. 
A comparison of the neutral dissociation rate constants of some metal 
complexes in water, methanol and liquid ammonia is given in Table 10. 
The ?: n(II) complexes dissociate at a slower rate in methanol than in water. 
This trend is parallel to the Co(It) and ui(II) complexes. This is under- 
standable in terms of the inner-sphere effects recently discussed by 
R©rabacher and ! aoKellar79. The rate of solvent exchange at the fn(II) ion 
increases NH3 > H2O Me0l (Table 10). As this order is the save as that 
for solvent exoha ge at the I'i(II) and Co(II) ions, it implies that this is 
also the order of the bond strengths of these solvents to the Mn(II) ion. 
The substitution of weaker co-ordinating li, gands in the inner solvation 
sphere decelerates the metal-ligeuxl bond rupture rate for all other ligands 
in the inner-sphers79' 
4.6. Conclusiona 
A low temperature stopped-flow apparatus has been developed and used 
to study the rates and mechanisms of same complex formation reactions of 
the manganese(II) ion in methanol. The rate constants and activation 
enthalpies of the formations of the 2, )I-bipyridyl and 1,10-phenanthroline 
complexes could not have been measured by flow equipment at ambient 
temperatures but were easily obtained by use of the low temperature 
apparatus. 
The pattern of these formation reactions in methanol has been found 
from that for 
to be differe ?tA -1i.., ilar reactions in water. Bctrapolation of the 
measured formation rate constants to room tempersture, predicts that 
complex formation should proceed at a rate similar to methanol exchange 
at the manganese(II) ion. However, the activation enthalpies for the 
formation reactions are much larger than that of the eolvent exchange 
process, whereas for similar reactions in aqueous solution the two 
- 71 - 
M-L bond CH30I3 H2O 
Ni - CH3OH 3.0 5.9 
Ni - H2 0 4.5 
Ni- NII3 -1.7 (eßt. ) 0.6 5.0 
co - C1i30H 4.3 6.1 
Co - H2O 5.9 
Co - ! TH3 0.3 (eßt) 3.2 7.0 
Mn - CH3011 5.08 
b 
Mn - 1120 7.5 
c 
rn-NH3 7.6d 
Mn - bipy 1.07"'f --2.3 
1t - plies 1.15 
° 2.08 
a from ref 79 unless otherwise stated 
b ref. 112 
a ref. 50 
d rer. 121 
e this WG c 
f at 289.9K 
g ref. 109 
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activation enthalpies are usually comparable. 
Rate determining chelate ring closure has been suggested as one 
possibility to account for this. Consideration of the relative 
magnitude of the acid and mercuric ion induced dissociation rate constants 
of the Fln(bipy) 
2 
ion des appear to confirm this. Similar steric 
effects are to be expected for the Din(terpy)2f ion, and in this case, 
additional support for this hypothesis could be obtained by studying the 
acid and metal ion induced dissociations. The dissociations of terpy 
complexes are known to be acid catalysed 
122, in a similar manner to their 
bipy analogues. It, in methanol solution, the formations of both the 
second and third metal-ligand bonds of the terpy complex are sterically 
hindered, then the acid and metal ion induced rate constants should be 
very similar. 
The similarities of the activation enthalpies and formation rate 
constants of the phen and bipy complexes suggests that the rate of the 
phen complex formation is also controlled by ring closure. In view of 
the rigidity of the phen molecule, this is surprising. UUnfortunatel, y# 
it was not possible in this case to confirm whether or not ring closure 
is involved by comparison of the acid and metal ion induced dissociation 
rate constants. It iss perhaps, equally possible that the first metal- 
ligand bond formation is sterically hindered, and that the similarities 
of the formation rate constants and activation enthalpies for the phen 
and bipy complexes are fortuitous. 
From the dissociation data of the Nn(bipy)2 ion it has been possible 
to show that near to roofs temperature the effect of the rate determining 
ring closure is small. This implies that the formation of the first 
metal-ligsnd bond is normal. This is possibly due to bipy being able to 
twist one ring perpendicular to the other. It would thus be expected that 
complex formation with a imidentate ligand, such as pyridine, would have 
an activation enthalpy similar to that of solvent exchange. 
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The three lig+aedo used here all f fiv -- . ibered cholate rings. 
In aqueous solutions, it appeam that woe with the very labile Gs2+ awl 
Cu4 iOrls, the foz ietiene of none-occnpleze of rive- based ring chelatee 
are nox"alb9. Steno control pnwwmbly arioee in metWool solution 
because of the bu13c i aece of the metb. yl hup of the oo-ord inated solvent. 
As orpoio solvente are genex: ]y bulkier than waters vate detereining 
ring closure could Well occur with ohelating ligsnde and the msngs omm(11) 
ixen in the ®ajonity of oases. Obvieusly, the.. reactions surf be studied 
in other solvaets. It would be espseialty interesting to repeat this 
resit in ooetonitrile, where It has been found that the '; i(22) ion reacts 
with bippr at a fiaetur rate than the eolvent rzobaege. In terms of the 
hypothesis of Drmetto aid Csldin82, conoeratng the effect of solvent 
structure on foi tion reaotiane, the result, of this work offer little,, 
either for or agaiset. The pr os of sodium perablorste in this e 
is " oompliaation. Perhaps further studies in other solvente, at lower 
metal ion oei*ointrstiene and low ionic strength will be more rsiwdiug. 
The walk in this thesis has used neutral ltgsnds. Ifs as Pesraon 
and . FllSOM' o study74 sqggeste, aeWtively charged i undo react at 
comparable or mater fl tor; n non. -squeon solvents than In water, a law 
apparatus 
temperature stopped-fl: %^oh }u1d im very reitable for studying euch roaotiess. 
Imo-pa' ^isg will be considerably greater in the lwor dielectric media. 
certainly if the relation kf « Kokex applies, negatively charged ligand 
will probably react with labile metal ions in nen-egwo s solvents täater 
than o conventional stoppped-flaw apparatus could masure. If the 
dissociative mechanism is applicable, the aotivation enthalpies (even 
egmaing no stern effects) should be similar to those of solvent =change* 
The latter eutlealpies are often oonsidorable33 and home the remotions 
should be slowed accordingly 1w low temperatures. For ex" 0109 1., pawl mauve 
experiments as the formation of the Qaoo-(84ydragmp ieolsto)Kn(IT) ion 
in sett col, shown that at 226.4K the second-order forostiaa rate ouostmt 
is 8.3 x 102 1 me11' e1e about four times heater than the formation rase 
- 74 - 
oc taut of the MR(p )2' ion at this tempe Nt re. 
than-scusoir solvents were first applied to kinetic st dia of 
+ o-criinatic Motions in order to porn it the use of low t raturee for 
slate dam reactiGVA which were Considered inati atanaaus in water. 
Currently, the use of mom-equeams and mixed solvents has ©ow under renewed 
interest an a meow of investigating the role of the solvent itself in 
influencing reaction raters As auch stydiee are axtevAed to Vic , tzi I 
apparatus 
tons more labil. t1' s. ? zEc, il 
oe 
ys -', 1i *I LEA : 7E*. r... t L"`C L i. tl W 
a unQ ui i gtirtmirt " 
J 
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C3 P! P PRQGJtA I 
The programs listed in this appendix are written in Elliot 4103 
Algol and wert used On an illiot 4130 cemputar. 
The author in grateful to Dr. P. Moore for the progrerno ACTPAR, 
SPDRX and tSAD* 
-T6- 
P . ilt SRMTA ; 
ML#CTIW RAMS AND PUM ri S'l17ýP73[)-PLOW DATA; 
"BEGIN" 
"ARRAY" XIC, YY(O: 30, O: 301; 
"ARRAi'AA, HD[O: 3u J; 
"AR tA! "SE(O: 3t) ]; 
"Ilmit ! r)1a, J; 
"u1TSWW"'MIRAV"'X(0: 30I; 
"DIT3 WW'"AR3AT'CT(n: 3( ; 
IIflr t"V; "RSAL"*; 
amLwn us; 
V: -8; ); W:. 0.1; 
"fin J: -O"'ST1 " 1"TANTE" ( Iii - 1) "IX)" 
"aEon Mean"cT[J]. x[J]; 
"PRIMr", F", "S7[]iliD Fid7N DyºT t' . L3, 
"; 
"PARDI'P"ýläýt ni*a*R', "$3"", s *gLnfl, (T(J]. 
"ARRAT"T, DT, Y(O llE(J ]-1 ]; 
"R . '"' It " 
nfF, K; 
"PR qss T (188) n(T) 
.. 
"ma" I sa0"ST32"'1"U? ITIL"N(J]-1"IXD" 
"JOWW"'aßAD"T[ I ], tom 11; 
DTEI]: -D l? --DT[II; 
i$ ?: a (U I (In/DIS))/2.303; 
"rma" I! =o"STJW"lmIAPPIL"NCJ )s 1"1X1" 
nm][W' 
TI I]: w COTE I]; 
xxi I, J ]: -TE I ]; 
DT[ I] i-(I$(IU/DT[ I]))/2.3(X9; 
T[ 1 ]: IJ1(: %86 (nT[ I ]-1t? ) ); 
Ty( I gil: w ((Y[ 11/2.303)+2); 
1910 L3 %%; 
WOCD(T)-n(1MF)a + »ý. 
"PRI "rP IW(6), T[I]3NQi Dwo"84"vDTEI], *56% 
010 L 
alp "PRIZR"' {L , S, 3ML. IIiHa 3' INFx1IITY'S3", B ziiT(d), IN?, "L5 ; 
"W DI "L& ST SgUAR IV ALT5Is PuuumVH; 
"Pt VI'X''LIT Sq JMU 'M %I. TB Is OF 1MT4l 4%aW la 
. ýSý+HSaDi"gSýi+ý; 
"rue I Suo"5TÜF" I"! 7NTIL"K[J]- i"DD'e 
"ýionr'M- ý -T(I]; 
g=aHtY[YIi 
D: aD«TEIIOTIx]; 
gaa1+Tt I]*Y[ I]; 
'sm"; FgnN(J]*D-AnA; 
1! =s(N[J]*Z it*H]/F; 
C! a (HAI? -AAII)/F; 
sý1J]: 'Xx(x[J]-x. J]; 
"ma"1Swl"STi "r'uw'IL"K[J]-r' xr 
"IF"YY(I, J]ý"Mmy'yýr[I-1'J]"ar)'1"I [J]: *OC[I. J]; 
"i m"I*. )"ST1"'1" *iTIL"HEJ3-r xr 
G: (NOTE IP-o-Y[x]Na; 
DYsmSc(a/(N[J]-a)); 
"mnrr". "ss"*. SAM . nts 'x 0 %. F oznT(e), (-l00)w), OP SBC[]I r (-1) . ss, 91 JDK-. 
"PRIME"aHALF-LIFZ a %sSAj . M, ln CMjNT(G), (-). 693/M), , "5, >ýu. LZSýaMas' ; 
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aa[J]: =IVZ. 303; 
M[J]: wC/2.3 U +2; 
"Jaw 
"Jaw 
"BEaI1P"' UlTiaR"M, I. MD, Z; 
"R&UP XSCALK'YSCAU ; 
"XCAL"ai, LY; 
"G 'N- TM AL NO. (W R3IM 
VaX SC %Li PIsflT3R 67U P 
"rT 8CCLR PLt ZT R ST P 
I». MA C VAL OT X 
. LAST (I-tRDD1AT2 P LJTI ; 
P DICA(S ); 
5S7UR IOIl1(6oo, O ); 
XS CALA: -1. (06 ; 
YBCAL. 8: w-1.0106; 
LYtw1. J3A6; 
"PUR" J :A0 "617W" 1 "MIL" (M-1) "DO" 
"BSGDI" 
lI[J ] t"df [J]-1: 
~1ýi"' I tw0'ýBTii1ý'ý1"{8! 'PIL"NtJ ]"IX)" 
"I3r"'YT[ I, J]<LT'"! Th 1"LYt"TY( I. J]; 
"IF"'TY[ I, J]: PTBC, '1]. u'"T W"UCAL&s"? Y[ I, J]; 
"IF"XX(I, J]>XSC. ILI'"XSC LLC: -XX[ I, J] "1GW"; 
ate. s 
qqt" (RNTIiiR (LY/W) )*W; 
"I1"LY<o. 3"1 kIY'LY>O. u'"NI="Qq; wo. U; 
TsCALItiwYSCAIAO, ifS*W-qa; 
IF "XBc O0"T I I"V$'s100; 
"Ii7"'XSC. 1T. ' D 1(X) i' fRJWoVSw6UO; 
"Ilai' *)WCALIC30 ikw"'11fl311"Vtw1O(k); 
"i p"XSCAt. t>IUU(X)"'ßüill'h/s " )cln; 
"I? 'XSCRLS: 16(X)00"nuarv$uu1OO o., 
"IY"XSC. %%L ' 1(kX)(X)`*TRW'V: -5oo o; 
11t"Bipj'IR(TSCAL /IS. 1.0); 
Z twsNTII: R(XSCALS/V+1.0 ); 
YSCALgtw: O110/M/M; 
XSC, tL : w16(k)/V/Z; 
WNW= (U0A); 
"Met 1: 0111STJwIll""WIZIDE)" 
"HgonrDRuvLm (I*MCALS*V, O); 
DRAWLIN2 (IS=Q%IS*V, 20); 
DRA1ß. I1fä(IoxsreLZ*V, 0); 
"lUR"Itw1"STi "1"ZlITW') 'no" 
"HRb2N"DR. IIILI1tA«16o ,IC, M); 
D UILUI1i(23&), I iC, tUC* 1); 
DRAWLUhi(16UJ, I*MC'1LA$W); 
"BMW* 
"PUR"EE Z r'ST1'-1"'tZI w'o"Ou"' 
" QIWfl0Ro *LDM(I*XBCAL1 SV, 2000); 
DRe1MLIXI (I*XSCAI4w"1OO); 
DRAWLDIB(IS CAUE*V"200)); 
.. fin= 
"FOR" I twi-1"S1'! ß"-1"IJ'r 'o"w" 
" GVI"IXUWLVtI(o, I«YSC4U. IW); 
DRA%LINH(2O, ISSCAL USW); 
DRAVLDQ: (O. I! SCAL SW); 
"Jaw ; 
"COIIImrw "'AXRB IRIN C[i pL=; 
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"FOR" I: "O"STEP" 1"Ulrr II. "M"DU" 
«aone 
MWr&PSN(-3x), I*YSCAL OY-15"tl); 
"PRIwr'WAY(O, S), ALIC (3,3), (I*Wi ! ); 
nom. 
"FM" I: w4Y*STW"VIDITW'Z"DW"*WGIW' 
moVSP t+(I*UCAI. S 310, "6tl ); 
"PRDWIWAY(O, s ), ISV; 
', fie,; i 
1Di/w=(2uo, 2O5O); 
"Pat r WAY(0,5 ), -z FMtT t RUN lei 
"VOR" J: -O"STBP" 1"IBITIL" ( MS - 1) "ADr 
Nlw 
"FOR" It =0"STZP'" 1"UNT II. "N (J ]"nah O 
"BSG1W* [N1PJDt(XBt. AL1t*XK[ I, J], YSCA=O(YY[ I. J]*J*W-Qq) ); 
cA"ARACTI t(J+1); 
*W (D. (MA[J]+JS -QQ)*YSCALA); 
Dii WLV (HZ[J]*XSCALR. (AAIJ]fBB[J]*J[J]pJSWW-gtj)SYßCAL ); 
mmmm(1300,1900-JOSO); 
"PRIHT"WAY(0,3). ALId)(4,0 ). CT[J]; 
jKwxF 1(15oO, 191O-J*5)); 
CSNt 1Mt tCTSR(Jf 1); 
11 ((5t)t» 15t J. 2050 ); 
"PitIIIR'"WAY(O, ä).: %LIWCID(4,0). CT(J]; 
MDVXM(-330.6 u ); 
-PR=r'WAY(1,5), "WU(D(T> D(IAP)}+2 ; 
"Murr' MAY(O. ä), TIMS (1 c8)'; 
N3VW'M (0,3fk)O ); 
«' IWU75 . i%5 1VO UJ: "Mill" CARD. M(*). LW LIM 10 * PLC'rrl D 
PBM SWF OF 9X15. MAX LW O )a C'r A] (DATA I. Awa. OF FIBS? PLOT). 
ALA](NO" CW P DIM IX PLOT "A""). Io(A](ioo% TRAi18MISaICat), 
IIIF(A](I3l ]XrTT RBdDIM). 1C(A](TIM ? Mn. 1w"K M). 
T[1A](TIMS IN M). fl1A](I)T ITY AT TIME T[L1])....... TCIlA]. ICNA]. 
CT[S]. NIB]. INC ....... C(M), K[M], BTC....... 
cap, CAM; 
P ACWAlt 
ACTIVATIQI PARA ; 
"eýI1P""IIf'i'ý"N; "Rliý1D"N; 
"MErr CUJt. '[ LATl(HI OF AL'TIV %TIUM PARMMM »m 3I8TM : "W" **; 
"Hýi ßfT""WL"A. 9"C. D. 1ý. ß. H, M, P. DM. DC. DOT; 
'"I2A'HQHn"'I; "i%e UT'X, Y. DT W[1iN]; 
"PR WT" 0 VW t, 1 RATZ W Z**1T OLD +; 
"PRDI'Z 'A (CIHMZCkt j)ß) TAMTýL: 3ý ý, 
'ý ; "IZ41"s '1' 
lMi. W' 
" 
"3Gý`"' "XCI7. Y(I]. 17; 
"IP"DY(i ]- x,. rr Mý "L1; 
DY[IIi"DYC1I/TIi); 
"PR ad 
o. 0 
. *o -. 
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a[Il: alto, /(373.1+x[1]); Y[I 3: gza(Y[I]); 
H: " H4 W[ I]; A: "M V( I]sx[ I]; 
sa's+w[ 1]+^c[ I3 Y[ I]; D: RD,. W[ I]«1[1]; 
F: NF+W[ I]*xt I]*x[ I]; "Ew"; 
n" (1100- A*D )/P; C: w 
"1 , "Iaýi'"STBP"1"UNTIL"W'D )""(i! "ßF((USX[I]+ca-Y[I])t3)*W1 I]; 
DDY: tr(G/04-2)); T U: =DDYsBqRT(H/P); DC: asm)Y*SgItT(F/P); 
"PR IN'? " L9" tmcIUB PARA18 RR6 
"PRIInV "*B..! MOMßY OF WMIV: %TUII - '. SAUMX i, 
ALIGN (2.: t ). -1.9872. $Lý w "84"ß. 8. D. ý. 1.987'dý)11ý KCALS. Pm MLR",; 
"PRI1'IT" "'L46 ' osiu ing 
w "$e ux (A-P. 'mn) a%a 
ý1LlütüýD(Z.. S ). C/3.3i1ý: i, 64 S. B. D. " . DC/: 3.3u3. L3 ; 
"PRIirr' SMIW. PY OF ACTIVATIrB4 a **, Sf11MIWi, 
ALIWt (2,2), -1.9872006s0.2081), 
*0 S4"A. S. D. a `. 1.5 872*DN, ' KCAL5. PIER HOLE AT 25 D1DMWS i"iif TIORADS% 
"PRIM"""L"" aS INE, 
w 1aII Y OP iICTIVATUII 
LLI(IIiiD(2,2). 1.9872*(C-3O. 4375)i1#0S4"8.5. D. - 
1.8872*DC. w Fi. U. ', " "512': %T 3i DDOK&W C ITIDFtAD£'F-; "" ND""; 
"cX]IOtý31! 'Y'" flWU'f13 AS 3 XAA :X (RO. OP PD nfl ). T[ 1] (C=T Ic wz) , 
1[[1](fAT$ XCMTANT AT T[x]. UNITS QF 1[x. BS . NQ) BRCB. ). H. S. D. K[1]...... 
T[X]. KEN]. N. S. D. KEN]; 
"a +' IF SQUAL WIIGUTINQ CW POIM M JIRJII) BHT " SBD K VAldfl 
'tu UNITY; 
-AM" OF PR[IMVA; 
vEI(*rM LIDt*AR I AMT ßQUARX8 , U1ALT8I3; 
WCGr -nrr "CT, N; "WiAD"C4, If; 
NPRDW"V IQ11M LIK&Ut LET W JAnz AIALYSIS'L3 ; 
yR '"'OUTP'UT" G11*514*I DIG Il (4) O CT, 
"""; 
"Monr"R&W'A, 8, ß%. D. 7, O, H, M, P, DMs DC, DUY; 
"lylgo ºI; "AIIRAY"X, Y. DY. VI1: N]; 
1 'ºI: s1"BTýP'º1"t TILº'! f"IlD "º8SGIM"'ºWiAIý'X( I] . Y( I], DY[ I]; 
nC zý s"i/(DYE 11OUTE 11); 
H; "I. Wt I]; A3"M'WI Il*x( I]; B: -Bºt/[ I]*X[ I30TE I ]; D: =Ds-a[ I ]VYE I]; 
F:, F+W(I ]sx(I lsxl l 1. (zr 
P: i? -A*A; *: M(11 "AOD)/P; C: "(FSD-Asj)/P; 
'ºRgt'º I: a 1"STSP" 1'hlllTIL"A"DU"G: uclp ((AM[ 11+0-YE I] )t: d)sw( 11; 
D Y: 84T(w/Q1-2)); 
Di1: "DDY! SCM(f/P); DCS=IN)YOS RT(P/P);., 
r .r.. "PRIMP , S, W112,11 i, C" sC, SG . XSD C" , DC*%L%% Li 
"PRI)lT" 0.0 54 , BAN]LI E, M "" iu0.0 86I WD M , DM, ;% 
""PISIMY»' SOD Y- , SAM MXNB, MY, L8 ; 'º ni 
'+ 'P1" AS I't1L[ S: CT(DATA LrU3iL), M(, a). OF POIM), 
x[1]. Y(1), liSD Y(13...............,. .... s 
X(N], y(N], D Y[s]; 
"COIBLN7" IF WZIQlTIMG IS NOT RAWIRzID sliT j1LL asD y VALi 
iu UNITY; 
"BltD"O P1 flt M; 
aO 
'hilf SHni« 
ANALYSIS OF SP IC DATA RJR A SI*tI118 BIRST- liK 1 UA Tlull; 
""B3GD4'r1AV'TA, APA, PB, &PC, PL, DB, Kllt2, STDF; 
"ßI; AI. "'DF, STS DILTAS , D, PU; 
"R&4L"K 
" IXC; 
"' INTsw"'CT, cra. a, xTx, Tr, TA; 
"" IIITI}BR"lQDS; 
"'P A, 7Y%X s; 
"'R$AD"CT, N, TA, ilPI "'H, BPC, PL, DB, KI, Kä; 
" sAD"'H, ftc; 
TX: aTY: UTZ: -(); DF:. STDF: -1; 
"PRINT" : 'F'S1dRIEb FIRST" bt RUUACTU +S ýL4ý ; 
"PRINT" CI'1'PUT , SAIA ! flf "DIGITS(4), C . 1010 SA " DNM30fN PARAiWThR (S) ABE: **; 
'" IF"K3DJbw0" DW'"PR Iii'i'""t 1, Kd AND SPB'U2" '; 
"1 f*l1U 1"TBx "'"PRnrr' ýK2 FWD ZM**L2% b; 
", IF"1t& mS"T1L 4""PR Di' [1 AND 1! PB ; 
HI p"*IDSä"3""Tfib I "PR INT"tt I AND RG %; & ý 
""; F""1C1D3ý"1:. "'TEia*l""PR17IT"'ýiPB'IJ2' ; 
of I F' DD. 123«TH r"PÜ 1W! ""K 
"IF"IODSm13"THAI"PRIN9""E4"L 
""A3GI2I"' 
"", AY"+T, noE l: H]; 
o#ARp. Ay"X, Y, ZE 1: 301: 31; 
"" AL" "(u1, lad, i B, TT, DUX, DD3, DU3); 
""VALM"K[1, U2 Bis'PB. Tt; "U L"IK1, UK2, h'KPB, TT; 
"R3AL"[X)1, Da2, I D3; 
'"BBOIN""RSAL"A, B, C, S, 4, F, G, P, Q, R; 
G: maaPB-SPPC; P: " A-Me; Q: - SPA; 
D: - ( I-U2 )/KK1; 
"' rI"' IF ABS (Kl-B4) (O. A 11IC 1, UIi A KMOLAS ING DI T11 OF l (IL AND 
[1" (1- D) w Rd PUUXb D BY A SH RIAS t;? CPAIIS II1i In P[ri11! a 4 OF dxP (K 1 "Ds'rr) ; 
"IF"ABS(D)"LS"O. U1'11" I""DT1zu"SII LL; 
S :, EXP(-KK 1*TT ); 
F: A[K 1-; 0t. 3; 
a.. =S *ORR lop+x C: *Q» (IM 10200); 
A: =TA*S; B: s OK1*TA*(S-6) )/F; C:. "TA-iI-B; 
DDl: *(TA*PL*(-TP*S*(KK1* 4UJIPQ)+P*S+1 *G)/P)-TA*PL"R/(FSP); 
I)D3: -(TASPL+(S+4TT+lUC1*3 ß)/F)+TA*PLSR/(7*F); 
DD3: sPL*TAKK1*(B-S )/F; 
ft p' 1"TK r'no1: -O; 
"I1P 1Lo ": ý" 1fl I"[l[i22-0; 
"" Iy" ]DH"3" IE1tl"1Ä)3: ""O; 
"IP"W) iý1d"THIýFI"DDI: -Thad: "O; 
"I? ' Dß"13"'fTJ 'fD1tN003: 0; 
"Ilý7OD1 LV' 'Iik*rnoa=-Dll3: -U; 
r)cAL .: -PLO(1$PAOAFi BMXPCOC); 
SM'U WA: lS'I'; }3: " P(-A); 
TVs-TY+1; 
J: -Q; 
B: -(Ai " 5*il A"DF. 16667SA*ANa*L"D. ASM. I*A*DODSD/d4); 
C: wPL«TA; 
001 C (-T1S6 (Q+G*Bk (17*(l+D$M. ä*DmD+A*M " 10607*D"DSI)SA"A"A))); 
DD4: mCOHOCIO 
DWI-Cº3r'*B; 
"I7"IOD&w1" ! 1I"DUj: au); 
"IP"1["&Wr BflW-DD2=. O; 
--81- 
"IF"IU ] . '3"x iDC'O 3: wo; 
"är'*z 12"ii l"DDl: aflu2: wO; "IP"UIDJbm13m'TRW un1: aix, 3: -O; 
"I F"5l. 23" "DD3: "11 3: aO; 
DCALC t-C$ (1t O+H* (Qs G*D) ); 
DDI* DDlfDD24IM2/(IM1MDZ2); 
DA2: w-DD2/1RK1; 
i 
CYcL : wt); 
STSDHI. TAS: aJm- 
"PRIIIT"O Nw , SA1 fl1K, DIGI'1'iý(3), tiý"Sd'"T% w SCALD D(4)ýTAý 
SPA w" *SPA, 1cw", z Pmvi Liil13'ni wt @FRIIMIlIT(4),, PL, ' "" "HACKD AMIUMM8 a tDH, yq; 
"PRInrr "DA1PU Q F. tC'fM w" . 8Ai8II. IKY. FILMMDfT(3 ). DP, "I. 7" " 
"PRIM'P' "CTc='S6 "", '" 
.. , . 
f3A1LSI. IlfS, K1 Sö ! Cd 87 HIºH 87 Std. ffitIK]R ö6 8TSDý. TA6 
W 
"IDý4I11""W&AL"Iz1,1*2'D88, Di LX1'D Z2'Dtiit iiH. 81*1B. SDK38ý8D4 . 
81801811'SDK2SB, SDK1X2'DICLT*, 8DIC TA8ADIRX1'SDOM SDIDZS, DC'DST; 
"R&%L"8U 1, S 9lX2' S TÖD'B; 
"RL L"DIPl; 
"PUR" I to 1"ST1D "l"la(TIL"M'DIr' 
"HBGD1""m w"T( I ], DOI Ib 
T[I]! -T[Il+fl(;; 
DD[I]: sDO(I]-DH; 
"1cw"; 
8TA ': SLIUL. T : -SUE18 taS1 K25: naDMImSDIClö®tw8DR38H: w5DK1K: 3: w 
SDJ X1: wSDAW: "5DJM&M -'); 
DI FF: -O; 
"FOR" I: w 1"STEP" 1"If' WON"Do" 
"HHOD1"DCt. DCALC(K1. K2.8PB. T( I]'UE1. DK: 3. DK11); 
OSLTA: -DD[I}-DC; 
SDICIS twS1*18+1*10UE1; 
Si k : aSDK28+DY3*CIG'; 
SD28ß: wSD3 ºD ; 
8DK1SH: wWK1K1ºlx1 ; 
S1792f n. s1*2 1N' *D1s ; 
Slz 1[2;. 8DK 1Kä1' EK 1*1*2 ; 
808 1 iwSDIWCl+D LTA*EC1; 
8DSZ7 1 5D' Dd. TAO=; 
SD HtwSD ºD=TAMMD88; 
8DXLTA8: mGDiZLTAS+MCLTAODALTA; 
"mow; 
"IF"'1%s1"'I1LDI""Q1D"'LAJ . 2; 
PRINT" IGrfS(3)"cY4f1.8s8N41L. mg "83", "I 3DR(6 )t El, 82 OK"'# 
Iwo S2 IXMO 83 
%SCA6 0). sDaLT'lB. "&t" STSDiQilAS; 
LAENWS 
"IZ'"CYcL -100" HW"'Q1My'L%aa ; 
"Ie*S DMTA3wSTSD2. T. 18"ä? {W-auWtSK IT; 
"IP" (. % (S'f'SDÜ3LT S-8DSi. TAB)) 13"'wjwjW#Qf(j[) J' QC IT; 
"I¢"1W . 6"1iýP"'OD'1U"SK IT; 
"IF"STSDrii. Tl o D1ß. TA8t"nacW"%1 tiIM" 
"IF"AH5(D) '0.01"Z%W*"'(Z7fl3"I. %5 ); 
"U"T! - (211 )"Lii"(y"T 1Dr"' XY J"Ir18ffi. 3; 
LABODS 
DrldGM). 1; 
"I""Yxw1"'11iää""Q r' , q; "PRINT "L2%DAMPI)Ic FACT as " "SAU&LI ij , li 5 MINT(7) #DFg 
" "L" "; 
LASICL4i 
si: - IE1; R2: w61IC2; 19tg: wtTWB; ST8WMTAS: aSDJlLTA8; CYt3E: -CY J s. 1; ý I" ID" '' 
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i"CYQ. 6 siu( "THA1"" )"HxIT; ""I 
"IFO'STSI , LT. L6-SDMTAB"MiAr'l*tD7V#STAW; 
""Ii; "SDäL. TAs-csTS mTA^"i'tiar, "B zN" 
6TSDi3. T. %, 3: wSaR . TAH; 
STYL : -K 1; 8'11122 ; STAW8: "r8P8; 
urn; 
""CX". mmiR"'MATR IX iwxm 1(11 Y"L. 1. JWS ; 
xC1, i]sýsýý; x[a.:. ]: ý"sntGleý; xCý, a]: ý"suýý; 
x[ , 1]: t IJEua; x[: 3,: d]: ýlcºuý6c; X( , 3]:. Bnnj a; 
X[3, I]: m3I]K1S8; k[3,4]: mfiM2 B; 
X[3r3] 2ý"Siý6; 
LARMA: 
"I F"*3Djbv I2"fluiw, X [ 1,1 ]: -X [ 2,2 ]: al; 
"1F"! 7ä3.13'"MX'1"X[1,1]: 43,3]: "1; 
"IF"1ýiDý: ß3"'lNiýi'S[ ýd, d] : "X [ 3,3 ] =A 1i 
Y[1,1]: uX[L,; l*X[3.31-X[3,27*X[2,3]; 
Y[1,21: "-(X[A, 1]*X[3,3]-X[3.1]SX(2,33); 
Y[ 1,3]:.. X[3,1]«ii[3,3]-X(3, I]*X[2, l]; 
Y[::, i]: "" (X[1,2]*'X[3.3? -X[3, a]*X[ 1,3] ); 
Y[2.4l: iX[1,1]*X(3,31-X(3,1]*X[1,3]; 
Y[3,3]s"-(x[1.1JOK[3,2]"x[3, ll*xt1,2]x; 
Y[3,1lr-XCirsl'k[: ý, 1- 1,3 1; 
Y[3,4]:.. - (7611@ ll*x12*31-xE2o 1]sx(1,3 1); 
Y[3,31 $=X[1,1]*X(4,4-XE2, i *XEa, yl; 
ows"XE1,1]"Tt1.1]+x[1, J]sY[1.3]fx[1,3]*x[x. 3]; 
Z[1, I]: "Y[I#I]/BWiz[1,3]: oY[a, 11/1"Ti 1,31: "Y[3,1]/ß'r; 
z(2,1]: uY[1.2]/ a Z[3.3]: uY[4.2]/D 'r; z(4,3]: uY[3,:: ]/n'; 
03.1]: sY[1,3]/D ; 4[3,; d]: Y[a, 3]/UST; h[3,3]:. Y[3,3]/Dlft; 
"IYr"CYQAslthl"THºitt o"mm"Yu'tiu, i 
D 1: -a[1,1]S5DIut1+41,2] Dscx: d,.; 1,3]*il: xt. r R; 
D; Zi: U JC1* W 
Dim": ýD1ýtA DP; 
3 iCB: =Z[3,1]*SII Z1fZ[3,2]46fl_º43,3]*sagt, $H; 
DAB: wD UYi 
D: " tZ1-B4 )/E1; 
' IY'A (D)"L "'O. O1"TRÜB' ' Zfl "$X ; 
-IM IXV' (91 -K )/K 1< OKl3 PARCiaIT**; 
81ßs 
1: I. D . X1; 
K4s-E2+rn 4K: 3; HPBSn Di8.8B; 
CYt3.8: -G'Ya 1; 
"" IP"KlM>3"THHW"Q]! il"Le198s. 8 
'"Ir 1"L i"O"Tti 1" 
"ßGIN"K1s"ý 1-i azi)SO. 8; 
3PBsý( ». 9 . 88)*1. d; 
"PflIWI 0 "L" 0 666"BI IWMMTIVB0L *; 
" 9w; 
»Mfifl1"Kls=(Ki-WII21)O1.2; 
KtS=mod-D : a)+ß0.8; 
JrHl. (A" -D B)S1.2; 
Pcnr "i 'SW'K4 K1ºTw1'L ' 
MHanrci: =qu-nLci ). I. 4; 
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SPß; (3PB- ýtL n}*(a. ß; 
PTmxN ""L''s66'lüm III%TIVK'L+ ; 
fege 
"IP"Irä12'wN'n UW "[2 s-8M3; 
"' i ý'9tsný"3"'173öl1"iýPBt ýiiT3WH; 
LABýB s 
[1 s-3U1; iC2: II31 2; 1IPAS"ýßT1tPB; 
Nr 
ermnm- L4 w , SAMILIIQC, 
'BZUM S* VALU238 AM: "L2" «, 
"PRINT" KI , 3, s I. INii, SC, % 1 D(4 ), K1, 
"1.2 
«PUDH' fo K2 "% , SAI[Si. I1tiý, SC %Lifi(4 ), K2, 
"La'' 
N Ix'r" ßra "S . Irus, ScuM(4), L4 
9; 
"IM»r r'*SUM w Sou cw ii VX U "" , sý. naý, sc. t.: ), sný. T. ýs, 
"Paz ", Lý , SAM LI*, 54 ,T ss DI 1DWID s3 c %Lc u1utTýn'L "; "nrt' (JIMMM6 A MR ABSUR g nIPMOCU'Lf'; 
"w OIW'nn:. 'CALC(K1, K2. A1 f, T[J3. DK19 . )CDU); 
"'plillf'2"'2Pß3 [)DA'tK), '1'(J], S Gi. Il ý 84 
% FR3Ti MT(A), 
MiJi+1)Be100ge%% J]-pý., L 
t; 
TRIO' '" "a`, sAma. INL, ' Kl . '. EC. Q 1)(! ). K1, "S3", 'ß3U (X1) ý. 
sc 't(ýC i, i3+snra. T. ý)/tx-s) ), , 82 SAUIM(-1). o L% %'I $" " "L `, SANILD[R, ' !M- 
. SSC 
V. ist)(4) K2, 
' 083 %4 
", mw c1t2) "" 
", 
S T((Z42,2J*S3)), $2 Ste(-1) L:: ; 
"Pester" "2P9 ., ý. witt. nut, scýºt,, (4 ý, c , .. sa " ", ' n( )-", 
sýT((z[s, 3J*5 T. 5)/pws)), sß ('1)"cam. (-1)'?. '"; 
"Pitiw L CMUU-\TIUt4 Qkýt? 1ICL!! A'S A[sýi2 L 
"PftIIi': " ý ý1,1C3 )" ýG. 1iýilLDtS, IrRiTý[7ýIM'(h )ý 33 , il* i[1,2]/(3 (2[19 
, "ý: tllis" (ä1. H) , bA1ýLYl1. ý, rlt8tipýD (4), 
''82, '% 
z(1.3]/( T(Zi1t13*x[5,: ý])). L; 
a[2, s]/(SQfl t'(42. ä]*43. z]) >. L2"; 
»I"! r]ýK"0iS"3'" ý1""Q77t1"1. ý18 . 7; Li%aa, A t 
TX g TX+1; "IP"TX 1" fl l"" $$OI1P' 
«^"L5'sncai c swr r3x'La"; 
£1s-3' ; 1: aSý1C1; I PBI 5P i (s; u% *t ýxpa)/ýxx:: ); 
ycL5 . O; ßTSD iT. ýs s"I; 
"I Y'"1'Xo I"R'ºýN""trl'lil"STý1it'!; 
. Tt"Iý"'1ýý2o"1«"TKia""ý0pýlt3"Lr1ýif, ý i 
TL s Th. 1; "II'"Ph"Lli"2"L1E1 N" 
«ligGJ1F"RKN'J t-1"ST6P" 1'11ITIL"N"D[l" 
"$ ODP'nsofC; %U; (K1,1C2, PB, T(J], i7[l, tlKx. pý); 
DI VIz-nom (ýxýEJý-n)*PIX)1 J}}n); 
vs : "aý P W; nl)ss""s T(n1fl); 
" nrr'" " "L ak)? Nam OMA= DIPIPzium= 
a: ýocfu cgc1, K2, . T(1l, fkl, nka, D ); 
»Stsxilýi" 
T Dttý@-, tIP: ý; 
TIKS. TIWCEPa-zx3(1]/(TA*PL) ); 
TIYiýLt(TI* )/E1; 
"i Z]st" I tý 1'"S'! ýF'" r' an II. "11'"ts{; ' 
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T[ I I: -TC I)-Ptm4Ilt; 
"IP"T. La1"Tti$ý"'"O[7'ýO"81ý j 
% "'PltIIl'1"' La , axuwcrI *I FOR POWISLIC XM TIE $JL4]R 1i . IL D'L2o'o ; "PRO "Ats,, SA HLnM, YIUCMINT(6), TIWINr.. ' SECU B" 2"; 
»+fSMSi 
SMS: "PR IW "S1(X*1U (tMM CTU I FM POSE I1LE Thai MUKI i APPL IYW '12 ; 
"Pit D'lT" 01UTAL TIE ISRXAt s, S, IJi: ir, Iýtiif lM) DIT (6 ), TIM. ý SzCtJ fl6'Lf 'f 
TX 3aTYS. CYCL'.:: aO; lWtsk3TrF; STSD U. TI%I :-; 
"" I.. F'"A1 ('JU[ 1 -! ) )<DI "Tiý1'º'e0[ "8M4 i 
»I" TZ"Lfs "2""äiij§i'" ' Xfl %' START; 
SM="law"; 
""I `"]t "Nie"(a"TJi3ýt1""Pttfl1 ""ýýLý3, (zýliRiý. AT3t]N CCUMICII3ITfl A NOT 
EU (IXOPVL IN THIS Q%08'L 
""cumur'INPUT. i AS 1' WWZ; *I II (no, 1,2,3,1: 1,13,23 w%ua)II NG AS 
UNKNOWN PA AWCTZM ARX KI 6 K2 ik SPO, K2 & SPH, K1 & 1s'pl, 81 Is K2, 
EPB, r.,,, *1), CT (DATA Le%fl L), x (WJ. OF ionrt ), 
TA (TOTAL EihITM CUMM LW A), HPA, HP9, I'C (I ULM LX IWTS 1I 
C FFICI '1'5 OF A, S, MD C 81 PWTWi LY, ; IPH AN IMTI1WTÜ), 
PL(PATH LOW LW (7t86ZRVATI[! 1 Clad, ), 
DB (alcädtä f AnSDMVICS, a* T. 11IT mzu u )UT TM RBACTItxi), 
ICI p K2 ("' iTIYATliS LW T! RATZ WI T. #1rD3 ), 
K ((1 l WIIT OF TM aK SECOMS ), 
INC (MM THE a INPIYt TINK + INC, IN Sißa*IQfiS ), 
T[I], DO I] ... f TIN), DOM (ToTIäll, Mmd=ISRV1ll) lBF; aU %XC;; f INcLUDDIG DS); 
"MW OF Pwamul; 
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